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INTRODUCTION 
Since the 1940's significant effort  has been applied to the simula­
t ion of chemical processes.  The earl iest  hardware development was the 
mechanical  differential  analyzer,  followed by the electronic differential  
analyzer or analog computer.  The electronic analog computer soon became 
widely used in simulating chemical processes.  The early f if t ies saw a 
period of intense interest ,  now subsided, in another device called the 
digita] differential  analyzer,  in which integration ir .  performed digitally 
I;;  Improve accuiacy. The most recent hardware development Is  l i te hybiid 
i- .uii ipuhor which essentially is  an analog computer and a digital  computer 
in communication with each other.  The digital  computer performs ari th­
metic and logical  operations based on information sampled from the analog 
unit .  
The development of very nigh speed digital  computers produced a 
t  rend toward al l-digital  methods of simulating chemical and other 
processes.  The early programs were oriented toward the use of analog 
computer-l ike blocks to describe a process.  These could properly be 
( .a]!-u digital  slinul. i  i ,  i  ons of an analog computer.  More recently (l ie 
h.is  been towaixi mox't '  genera] r. ir . iula t . ;  cjn iunguagiwhiv.h do noL 
siiuw t.h;-i  r- . l i iulu ' j  ( .( imputer origins.  
Tlic pio.j  ram developed here provides a digital  r. i inul>it . ion proglu;: ,  
whicii  can i"-  us(-d by the engineer with very l i t t le knowlixige ol  cc^iuputer 
prograipjp.infj  or  numerical  meth(xJs.  The program is  writ ten entirely in 
R)kTRAM to make i t  as widely useable as possible.  The block diagram 
approach is  used because the engineer is  usually familiar with i t .  The 
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program has the component structure of a digital  differential  analyzer,  
and this requires a sl ight adjustment in thinking for those familiar with 
only the analog computer component s tructure.  Once the adjustment is  
made, however,  the programmer can handle a wider variety of non-linear 
torms than in iho analog approach. To solve a problom tho programmer need 
only r;pl  up a i<]ock diagram to roprrsont the di  f foj-r-nt , lai  cquaLionr.  
jnvcjlvod, and provido cri tain coding data for each cumponont.  
Tfii ; .  work i  r.  an oxtoiision of t t io work by Farrir .  and Uurkhart  (I ,  2,  3) 
who developed a program called DIAN, specifically writ ten for the IBM 7074. 
The object  horc was to develop an all-FORTRAN program similar in nature,  
to add a number of features,  such as the abil i ty to reset  parameters,  and 
to add several  more components to the system. 
LITERAiiJkl;  Liil i iVliY 
The history of the development of the analog computer and i ts  use in 
chemical process simulation is  well  known to most chemical engineers.  
ElecLronic analog computers were introduced in the 1940's and since then 
have seen tn-Jny refinements.  However,  their  accuracy decreases a-".  Lhe 
riuii iber of ( .components needed to solve the problem increases.  
De;-, ire for greater accuracy and hence the abil i ty to l .undJe larqet 
p mhjeifis  spurred the development of the digital  d i  i ' fereni, i  aj  ana ] yzer 
(DD;V). Th]^ type of computer has the same component f , trw(,ture Jiid ea 
p roijrdniming a r.,  the analog computer,  but the calculations are done 
digitally with greater accuracy. The major drawback of t l r  DDÀ during 
i ts  development in the 1950's was that  i t  was much slower than the analog 
computer.  Work on the DDA during this period has been reviewed compre­
hensively by rorbes (4).  Recently sophisticated and high speed uûA's 
have been developed with parallel  rather than serial  operation and with 
improved memory access.  Contrary to the view in some circies,  i t  1 o not 
(•ni . ireJy deluiict  (b).  However,  the DUA require.".",  an invc'r ,  t rnent i  .u a  
special  pu I pose mactiine urid because of the competit ion fro!:i  di<;i i ,ai  
co.nputfT •.. ' i  muiation i t  will  not probably becon.e widely u' .f 'd.  
K'auti .er  hardware approach has been the dc>velopment oi  i .ne ir /brid 
computer wr.ich is  basically an analog computer which performs continuo.,- ,  
intégration,  in communication with a digital  computer which, performs 
urit l imetu: and logical  operations.  Use of the hybrid computer in chemical 
proi.ess ' . i  inula t ion has been reviewed in a recent survey art icle by Franks 
und l .apidur.  (f)) .  
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Very high speed digital  computers have been used to simulate the 
threr typrs of computers described above. Early efforts along this l ino 
woro guidod by "analog thinking" and used the block diagram approadi.  
Thrro wac. a  natural  tondoncy to use the capabili t ies of tho dlgilal  
coitiput.oz- I.!)  combine ari thrriotic and logical  oporatlono with Ihr unalog 
simuia Lion pa :  t  of the program, producing what might be concidor c-d a  
digital  simulation of a hybrid computer.  Also the tendency was to move 
away from the block diagram approach and toward simulation of the basic 
equati i jns.  Despite this tendency a penetrating cri t ique by Clancy and 
Fineberg (7) sfowcd that  the earl ier  "analog thinking" st i l l  had residual 
effects on new digital  simulation programs. Their  comments apparently 
had some ir if luonco on th.e development of the Continuous Systems Simulation 
l . . ' jnguage, or  CSSL (b).  This language is  an attempt to develop a genera] 
r.  Lciuldlion language. The implications of this attempt a re discussed in 
the last  two paragraphs of this section.  
Digital  simulation programs may be classified as compiler languages 
or as general  intepretive programs. With the lat ter  any suitable problem 
can be solved with the same code by processing coding data wt.ioi .  
determines the sequence of machine operations.  Once the progium has be-fn 
cumpilrd,  r:o recompilation will  be required to handle uifièrent problems. 
The compiler language requires a special  compiler to convert  u set  of 
: ' .ymi;olie in; ,I .ructions into a .sequence of machine instructions.  Each 
prtj i j lem must i .c described in the compiler language and then compiled.  
This pc^rnii ts  < j  im re e If  ici  ont.  machine code to be used and makes the 
compiler language an at tractive tool for doing extensive simulation work 
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with a given process.  On the other hand, the interpretive program is  
more f lexible to use and hence,  more at tractive for casual use,  although 
i t  is  less amenable than the compiler language to more sophisticated 
switching oprrations,  and to tho introduction of logic features.  
Diyil .ci l  f . lmulcit iori  methods may also be classifiod according to tho 
programming tochniquo employed. The earl iest  approach usea tho block 
diagram to describe the problem. This diagram was often similar or even 
identical  with the diagram required for analog computers.  Another 
approach is  to simulate a set  of differential  equations directly without 
rr-quiring a block diagram. A third approach is  to tai lor the program to 
spr 'ciaJ applications.  Tho most important example of this iatt .or typo 
in choiii ical  pxocoss simulation is  the PACER program dovelopod by Shannon 
which Was usod with come r ,access in simulating a contact  r .uifuric acid 
plant ( 9 ) .  Iri  thi  r.  program tho components are unit  opoiatjone. ,  ar.u a 
chronical  plant,  is  simulated by sett ing up a block diagram to show how 
the various unit  operations are required and giving the flow rato3 and 
concentre;  Liuns of al l  streams between components.  
Much work has been oone in developing a more general  type of digital  
simulation program. This work has been done with considerable duplicalion 
oi f l ' iori . .  Tho following is  an outl ine of tho irore significant develop-
inoni.s  in t. i io < ioId.  Several  fairly comprelr  nsive surveys of digital  
f. j  inula i.  ion [) rcn) rainr,  have boon published (10, 11,  12).  
" j o I  1 r ldgc^ ( iv) did the pioneering work in the field by working out 
the basic i-outinos required to code a digital  computer as an analog 
computer.  Lesh (14) extended the work of Selfridge by introducing the 
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block diagram programming approach and using a more powerful intogration 
routine (fourth order Runge-Kutta).  This program was developed for tho 
Datatron 204 computer.  
Slayton (15) developed the block-oriented DIDAS program whose 
components correspond to the DDA rather than the analog computer.  DIDAS 
wac writ ten specially for the IBM 704 computer.  The name DIDAS comes 
from leading let ters of the words Digital  Differential  Analyzer Simulator.  
A bewildering collection of names have been given to the iiwny programs that  
twve been writ ten.  They will  generally be referred to by their  cur. tomary 
names. The derivation of these names may be found in suivt^y art icles on 
difj i i . j l  simulation programs (10, 11,  12).  
More sophisticated block-oriented programs appeared in 1963 with 
LI.e DYSAC program by Hurley and Skiles ( 16) and tho DAG prugraii i  hy 
Gaskil ,  Harris,  and WcKnight (17).  DYSAC was writ ten for the CDC 1604 
con.puter and uses a fourth order Runge-Kutta integration scheme. DAS was 
Written for the IBM 7090 and uses a ratl ier  inefficient rectangulai  
integration technique. Harnett  and co-workers (18,  19,  20) found DAS tu 
be a workable program and modified i t  by introducing a f if th ordr:  
prfdictor-coxrector integration scheme (21) and adding a number of new 
ieatuJT' ' , ,  cujl ing the new program MIDAS (Modified Irvr.egration DAU). The 
MIUAS p roi;  I ' i in war,  enlarged by Hlechriûn (22).  MIDAS i ias become thr must 
widi-ly ur.f 'd,  i . ; jock diagram oriented,  general  purpose digital  simulation 
p royram. 
In i9 'o9.  Stein and co-workers (23,  24,  25) smarted work on a some­
what dlfierent approach. They developed a method for automatically 
deducing differential  equations from analog diagrams. Using this method 
V 
I  I II  'Y dov/f ' Iopcii  l ,hr> i  i  r ; . t  compilor lanyuacjn lor duji t . i]  r.1 i i iu. l  . i t ,  i  uri ,  A. ' j lKAl, .  
ï l ir-  input instructions are processed in a FORTRAN compiler to sot up 
machine instructions to solve the deduced set  of differential  equations.  
The Work of Green and co-workers (26) represents the exact opposite 
approach. They developed a program called APACHE which deduces the 
analog diagram from a set  of differential  equations.  While the work was 
intended to assist  and verify analog work, i t  inspired differential  
equation oriented digital  singulation efforts.  This is  the appi-oach taken 
by Pair:vtiky arid !  In we 11 (%7) who developed the DES-l,  u small  especially 
df-î . i i j î ied dlgxLal coii iputer for the direct  simulation of differential  
equations wil .hout the use of the analog-type block diagram. Various 
integration techniques are allowed. 
Brennan and Sano (28, 29) advocated that  more at tention be paid to 
the problem of man-machine communication in digital  simulation.  They 
developed a program for the small  IBM 1620 computer taking advantage of 
that  computer 's  console typewriter and sense switches.  A plotter is  
also included. Programming is  block diagram oriented.  The prog rain was 
rather cleverly named PACTOLUS ( the river in which iViIDAS got rid of 
i . i ie golden toucii) .  iwfTOLUG is  the progenitor of l .hn fH.Vi ConLinuour.  
. '^yr.Lenis Modeling Procedure,  or CSMP (30).  l i 'onically,  I '  11.  now 
available for uoe on large IBM computers for which man-mac lu ne communie.-
Lion ir .  at  u niinimum. 
A later mooel of the DES-l,  developed by Levi ne (31)» represf;nts a 
further sophistication in man-machine communication.  The computer is  
buil t  around t ie SDS 9300, and includes plotter and oscil loscope output 
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modes; a console with a number of sense switches to perform logical  
operations;  reset ,  hold and operate modes; and the abil i ty to monitor 
the values of problem variables during a run. Changes can bo made in 
the probleni s tructure while computation is  taking place.  
Hldecui.  a;id Tavernini (32) developed the MADBLOC program which ir .  
a conscious effort  tu simulate the hybrid computer;  that  is ,  the proqra. 'n 
3 i  inula te  s  an analog computer and also incorporates the logical  opf.-ratloriG 
whiich are very amc.-nable to digital  methods.  The pxoblom io cet  up with 
analog-type operational blocks plus blocks representing logical  operations.  
The program is  writ ten in the MAD language which is  technically very 
excellent but which unfortunately lacks the universali ty of the FŒTRAN 
language. 
Tho most recent development in digital  j . imulation is  th.e equation 
oriented compiler language wh.ich includes logical  operations and F01-.TRAl>j 
compatibil i ty ( that  ir . ,  I- 'Oi-vTRA.M routines can he inserted into the prograin 
which is  Written in the compiler language).  Two programs wliich are 
becoHiing well  known are MIMIC, developed by p. , .ersri i  .u. i j  uo-Wo i kc '  r \  
and DoL/90,  DEVELOPED by Gym and Linebarger (34) .  TLI ' - 'Sc;  PIOGRAIRI '  canriot  
rr-ally be called simulatorr.  of an analog or a hybrid coiupul.ejr ,  iney ai^-
t i .at  and ; t- .  They are digital  simulators with t i ieir  own set  or rules 
and propel t ie! , .  Both allow for various integration methods,  including 
p K'dictor-coriector types.  A similar program, EASL (35),  pennits remote 
Le r-i i i inal  coii i  roi .  
The C.S:;i .  iai ic]u.n|e (8),  leferreci  to above, is  an attempt to standanl-
ize digital  r.  I i i iu i a  I  Ion languages and el  i  mina te much o ( the redundancy 
' )  
obviourUy prccfHil  in tho programs described above. ^A:it iy ol  1.1 le  people 
who developed the above-mentioned programs are contributing to this 
effort .  If  a widely accepted digital  simulation language could be 
developed, i t  could be implemented on many different computers.  One can 
conceive of a language for digital  simulation analogous to FORTRAN for 
general  programming. Such a language might eventually be taught to under­
graduates along with a general  programming language. There is  a conscious 
intent behind the CSSL effort  to make the language useful to both the 
c.M'.u.i l  . incj  l . i if  oxperlenced user,  a nececi:aj-y feature For such a program. 
l iuwpver,  uri l l i  the t ime such a program is  very widely implemented, 
j l  ' . . f-oms th. i t  there would be great  value to the casual user fo:  a general  
program requiring only th.e preparation of a block diagram to describe 
thie problem and coding data to indicate the interconnections between 
components.  This is  the philosophy behind the all-FOHTRAN DIAN program. 
This program is  of th.e interpretive type.  There are no language require-
ments for the user.  
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PROGRAMMING PROCEDURES 
DIAj\ ic  an interpretive general-purpose simulation program with a 
programming tochniquo similar to that  of the analog computor.  Thn sourcn 
prog r J  m is  writ ton in basic FORTRAN to mako i t  adaptable t.o any dlgita] 
machlno equipped with a FCBTRAN compiler.  
As in the case with the analog computer,  DIAN consists of a collec­
tion of computational building blocks,  or modules,  each representing a 
particular mathematical  operation.  To solve a problem which is  in the 
fcrm of a r .ystem of ordinary differential  equations,  one must prepare a 
rlcw diagram of t i ie components and their  interconnections at ,  required to 
pr-i l() i!n thf dofâred mathematical  operation.  TJie progranniipr need not be 
concornc'd with the digital  computer programming required L(j  accomplish a 
given operation,  or with the mechanism by which the interconnections are 
iDJde in the program. He need only learn a few simple ruler,  for coding 
the interconnections between modules.  These coding numbers are treated 
as input data for the source program. 
Both init ial  value and boundary value problems can be solved. Since 
floating-point ari thmetic is  used, the need for scaling is  eliminated.  
DIAN consists of 13 computational modules and two testing modules.  
T tie ne are s' l iown In Tigures 1,  2 and 3 with the mathematical  relationships 
brtween i i ipuls and outputs.  Also,  FORTRAN modules,  or  routines,  may be 
i  11 sr  r  tf>(i .  
T i .  wil l  he noted that  the signals between modules am in the form 
ol '  differentials.  This requires some adjustment for those accustomed to 
the analog computer approach, but allows greater f lexibil i ty in 
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Input Data fOhrJlT Is 615,2015.7 
Input Datai 
Comp. 
ID Ko. Ko.(l) Input Input Input Inp 
adU 
Tyce dU dV^ dVg dV^ 0.0 
V = V„ • 1 (dVi + dVg + dVj! 
IWTEGHATCH 
Input Datai 
Comp. Type dU 0 0 0a 0.0 
ID Ko. No.(2) Input 
COKSTANT KULTIfX-IEïï 
dVi— dVp-^ 
dV,— 
dViJ — 
9 + dV2 + 
dVj + dVi,  
Input Datai 
Comp. . 
ID No. No.(3) Input Input Inpdt Input 
SUMMER 
Type dV^ dV2 dV- dV^ 0.0 0.0 
" " • "  • *  lur
dU-
Li 
31 
-d(U^) = 
Input Datai 
AU^-^dU 
U = Uq f f dU 
" powy 
Comp. Type dU 0 0 0 U A 
ID No. No. Ci) Input 
POWïH GEi\2nAT0H 
Input Datai 
Cojp. Type 
dU d(sln U) = 
{cos U)dU 
SINS GSkEHATOS 
Input Data 
Comp. 
ID No. 
dV. 
IS 
-d(UV) = 
udV + VdU 
dU 0 0 0 0.0 
ID No. No.(5) Input 
i 
o p. Type^ dU dV^ dVg dV, U 
No.(6) Input Input Input Input o Vo 
U = Uq + ^ dU 
V = Vj, + J(dV^ T dVg + dVj) 
FUNCTION !iULTIPLI£.H 
Figure 1. DIAN components 
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dU -
dVi-
dvi ,  
dV-. 
11° 
U7 
Input Datai 
Comp-. Type dU dV^ dVg d^, U„ V, 
ID Ho. No.(7) Input Input Input Input 
—d{U/V) = 
(VdU - Udv)/v2 
U = Uo +jdU 
V = Vg + J(dV^ + dVg + dVj) 
FUNCTION DIVIDi'S 
Up b (0-*-e) 
dU 
n 
21 
+ 
log 
-»-d(logj^U) = 
<l/U)los.^edU 
U = UQ ^JdU 
Input Datai 
Comp. Type dU 0 0b* U„ 0.0 
ID No. No.(8) Input 
* A zero here Implies b = e 
LOG GENESATOH 
Ujj a (0-«~e) 
dU. 
78 
LJ 
»-d(a^) = 
a 'JloiSgadU 
u = Uo dU 
Input Datai 
Conp. Type dU 0 0 0 U a* 
ID No. No.(9) Input 
* A zero here Implies a = e 
EXFONEKTIATOH 
Input Datai 
dU 
19 \  Comp. Type dU No. of Type Init. U„ 0 , 
•O—^dF(U) ID No. No. (10) Input Pts.(K) Interp. Posit. 
M pts. 
Tabulated data; U vs. f{U) — read according to r'0H.'-'AT(4D15.7) 
EMPIRICAL fUMCnON GENSaATOH 
dU-^ 
—d(l 'Jl) 
U = UQ + JdU 
Input Datai 
Cc3b. Type dU 0 0 0 U 0.0 
ID No. No.(11) Input ° 
ABSOLUTE VALUE GciiEdAfOh 
Figure 2. DIAN components 
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dU zu 
tj = N Increments •dU t-t J 
U. CUT 
r  1 
dVj^—- 29 
dVg __ 
dV 
dV 
Input Datai 
Comp. Type dU N 0 0 0.0 0.0 
ID No. Ko.(12) Input 
TRAHSPOBT DELAY GfiNiHATOfl 
Input Datai 
if U = CUT Comp. Type dU dV^ dV2 0 CUT 
If U >CUT No. ( 1 3 )  Input Input Input 
] u = Uo +ydu 
dU 
0 
dU 
ILL 
5 
RELAY 
Input Datai 
0%^ 
T 
dU 
fdU if U = CUT Conp. Type dU dU 0 0 
( 0 if U> CUT Ko. No.(13) Input Input 
U = Uq +JdU 
CUT 
EXAMPLE OF HELAY USED AS LIMITER TO LIMIT U TO VALUES LESS THAN CUT 
U- TOL 
dU-
2 5  
CHK 
dU If AU < TOL 
Problem ternlnated if AU STOL 
u = Ug + JdU Input Datai 
Comp. Type dU 
ID Mo. No.(1^) Input 
CONVERGENCE CHECK MODULE 
0 0 0 Uçj TOL 
Uo TOL 
dU-
Li 
4^3 
S3 
fdU If AU è TOL 
"*^jProblem terminated if AU < TOL for 6 consecutive increnents 
U = Uo + JdU Input Da tat 
Coap. Type dU 
ID No. No.( 1 5 )  Input 
STEADY STATE CHECK MODULE 
0 0 0 Ug TOL 
Figure 3. DIAN components 
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programming. 
An important feature of the integrator is  that  integration may be 
performed with respect to any variable.  This greatly facil i tate: ,  the 
(jpiip rat ion of non-linear terms (see Figure 4).  I t  also permitc the 
solution - j i  otieit j ies integrals.  
In wr.cil  ff j l lowG the preparation of the flow d lug rum i  L di: .cu;.r>ed 
and i l luut rated with a continuous st irred tank reactor problem. Then 
th(^ odiue problem is  used to i l lustrate the basic coding procedure and 
the input data requirements for init ial  value problems. Special  h.-ature 
including the reset  option and the boundary value feature,  are discussed 
The^e features are i l lustrated with further problems in the sample 
prof,  J em .section.  
Preparation of Flow Diagrams 
A cc.iTip' jI .er  diagram showing the required comporic-n Is  and thiM r  i  ntx r-
conr.cct . ion;.  is  prepared in a manner similar to that  used with t l ,e analog 
compuLer.  
T' j  solve an n order ordinary d i  I lereri t la ]  equa Lion, i t  is  l irst  
J r  ranged in !  he l  onn 
Ti.e di  I ' ferentlal  on the left  is  assumed to be available as I.he 
i .econJary ii ipui,  t .o an integrator whi ch uses dt  as the primary input.  T1 
input to . i i ioll ier  integrator,  with a primary input of dt  Lo produce the 
nexL iowe; derivà 1,ivt; .  Continuing this process will  generate al l  ot  the 
n-1 n-1 
(/ULpLil .  of  t i l l  s  inlcH-jrator,  d(d y/dt  ) ,  may be used as tl io secondary 
COS X 
SINX 
d (COS X)dx 
-(SIN X)dx = d(COS X) 
d(SINX) 
SINE-COSINE GENERATOR 
TAN X 
(SEC'^X)dx=d(TANX) TAN X(dTANX) 2TAN Xd(TAN X) 
2», 2.0 
TANGENT GENERATOR 
Figure 4.  Examples of non-linear function generation 
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lower dorivativeo and f inally the dependent variable,  y.  The output of 
t.hr-  Ur.f ,  integrator will  bo ydt.  Thn term tdt  is  goneratr<i by uni ny dt .  
u 1.1,f  [ jr i i iwry and "".econdary input Lo an intégra Lor.  When al l  Le i  inc.  
ol  Lhe [unction Fdt have been generated they are combined tu foim 
d(ci"~^y/dt^ '  ^)  which is  the input for the f irst  integrator.  
When preparing the flow diagram, each component is  assigned a unique 
identification number from two to 400. The identification number is  used 
only to make the interconnections between components.  The sequence of 
calculations is  the same as that  of the input code cards.  While i t  is  
not imperative to sequence the components in any particular way, for 
optiri iuai  accuracy tho following rules should be observed: 
1) inLeqrators with the primary input being the independent 
variable should be t l ie last  components in the sequence; 
2) othei components should be sequenced to the extent possible 
from one integrator with the independent variable as the primary input 
to another such integrator;  
3) as the increment size is  specified at  the bogirming of a 
problem, i i .  is  beneficial  to sequence components to follow Lhe signal 
from the independent variable generator as much as possible.  
Figu.-f> b shows a continuous st irred tank reactoAn exothermic,  
l i rst  order reaction is  taking place.  The heax of reaction is  reiroved by 
water c: i  rcui^; .  jng through cooling coils.  Amundson and Bilous (3fj)  
derived tfio dlLierential  equations for concentration and temperature 
shown in Figure 5 from material  and energy balances.  The terms used are:  
INLET dC = (a|-b|C-K|Ce^^ )dt 
E 
RT 
dT = (02-b2T+K2Ce ) dt 
OUTLET 
WHERE 
01= FCq/V 
b|= F/V 
K| = k 
02= +UTVVCp 
b2 = F/V + U/VfCp 
K2=(AH)k/fCp 
Figure 5.  Diagram and equations for st irred tank reactor 
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V -  reactor volume = 2000 cra^ 
q / 
F = feed rate = 10 cm"*/sec 
1 g •  1 
k = reaction rate constant = 7.86x10 sec 
E = energy of activation = 22,500 cal  
p= density of solution = 1 g/cm 
Cp = heat capacity = 1 cal/g°K 
AH = heat of reaction = -10,000 ca l /mo le 
U = heat transfer coefficient for cooling coil  = 1.356 cal/  
g sec°K 
T'  = average cooling water temperature = 350°K 
T = init ial  temperature = 300°K 
0 
C = init ial  concentration = 5.0x10"^ mole/l i ter .  
0 
An init ial  value problem based on this system consists of determining 
tho concentration and temperature as a function of t ime from start-up to 
steady state,  when the init ial  temperature and concentration are known. 
Generation of the non-linear differential  function Ce is  shown 
in tho top portion of Figure 6.  This is  then combined with the diagrams 
for the solution of the two simultaneous ordinary differential  equations 
to produce the complete DIAN flowsheet.  
The components in Figure 6 are numbered in the order that  i t  is  
intended to process thorn in tho input data deck. Note the adherence to 
tho r.oquonv'ing rules suggested above. 
The Input Data 
Tho Input data dock for a problem consists primarily of the coding 
cards for the components and the independent variable generators.  In 
-E/RT -E/RT 
30 ,  
* *  34*  
-E/RT 
Co 10" 
SS 
Cdt Tdt 
13 + 23 + 
^0 
Figure 6. DIAN flowsheet for reactor problem 
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addition to these,  certain other cards are required to provide informa­
t ion for program control ,  output specification,  etc.  First  the component 
coding will  be discussed and i l lustrated with the reactor problem. Then 
the complete input data deck for an init ial  value problem is  considered. 
Reset problems and boundary value problems have sl ightly different data 
requirements although the component coding is  always the same. 
Cod i  nq thp components 
Onr.  r jdtu card i<i required for each component.  I ' iguroii  1,  2 and 3 
fjhow the information required for each type of component and should 
always bo roferrec '  to in preparing the coding cards.  Each component 
requires a unique identification number and a type number to identify i ts  
type.  The type numbers are given in Figures 1,  2 and 3- The type number 
one identifies a component as an integrator;  two identifies a component 
as a constant multiplier,  etc.  FORTRAN modules,  whose use will  be 
discussed below, also require a coding card with an identification number 
and t .hn lyjjo number 16.  
ni  requires numbers to Indicate the compononl.n from wlrjch 
inpuLr,  are received. Also certain coniponeriLr.  rnqui ro init  ial  
vajuff,  dnil  c-onritanto to be read in.  The format ic l. l ie r .anr for al l  
componenl:; .  and require duirany zeros to f i l l  out the for:nai.  in some case^.  
The integrator,  constant multiplier,  summer,  power generator,  and 
function multiplier are al l  required in the reactor problem. The coding 
of these components is  quite simple requiring only identification and type 
numbers and input codes.  This is  i l lustrated in the reactor problem 
he low. The sine generator,  function divider,  and absolute value 
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generator also require only the usual input coding. 
The log generator allows the generation of the differential  o-f the 
logarithm of a function to any integral  base,  b.  The choice of base is  
indicated on the coding card.  In particular,  if  the base e is  desired,  
tho b may be indicated as a zero on the coding card.  
The exponentiator will  generate the differential ,  d(a^),  whore a is  
any real  posit ive number and U is  a function of the indepedent variable.  
Inserting a zero for an on the coding card will  cause a to be taken as e.  
In the empirical  function generator a set  of data points are read 
in to represent a function F(U) vs.  U. Two numbers represent a data 
point:  the value of U and the corresponding value of the function,  F(U).  
Tho empirical  data is  read in immediately following the component card 
and before the next component card according to FORMAT(4D15.7),  i .e . ,  two 
points to a card.  The U value preceeds the F(U) value.  On the component 
card i tself  i t  is  necessary to indicate the number of data points to be 
read in.  An interpolation technique is  used in the program. Either 
l inear or parabolic interpolation is  allowed. This option is  indicated 
on the data card by placing a one in the f if th field for l inear inter­
polation,  or a two for parabolic interpolation.  One of the data points 
must correspond to the init ial  value of U, U .  It  is  necessary to 
0 
i i idicaL'^ whoi-p Lhio point occurs in the array of data.  For example,  i f  
the I ' l l  Lh dul.a point corresponds to U then a f ive would be placed on the 
o 
component card.  Because a numerical  differentiation is  used to genei-ate 
the differential  output,  i t  is  recommended that  raw data be previously 
smootKi-fi t ted to obtain points for use in the DIAN program. 
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The transport  delay generator requires that  the length of the delay 
bp indicated in terms of the number of increments of the independent 
variable.  
The rolay,  slxjwn in Figure 3» is  quite straight-forward. To cause 
ono of the alternate inputs to be zero i t  is  nccessary only to code that  
input as a zero.  By using this feature and let t ing the control  signal 
and the input signal be the same, the relay may be used as a l imiter.  
This is  shown in Figure 3.  
The convergence check module should be used in case there is  some 
doubt about the stabil i ty of the solution with the given increment size.  
A convergence tolerance (TOL) is  specified on the coding card.  If  the 
change in the input variable ever becomes greater than thÎL for a single 
updating then Lhe problem is  terminated.  If  there are other problems 
stacked behind the given problem then the program proceeds to process 
thieve.  Th(> convenience of this module is  that  i t  may be used to prevent 
overflow interiuptlons in running. When a termination is  caused by this 
module a message is  printed out to inform the programmer.  
The steady state module is  convenient in solving transient problem:. .  
This is  i l lustrated with the reactor problem. I t  may also be used with 
the boundary value feature (see below).  
A component card must be included for each FORTRAN nodule.  A unique 
identification number must be assigned to each module.  The type number 
is  ]6.  Tlie rest  of the input format is  fi l led out with dummy zeros.  
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Independent variable generator 
The independent variable generator may be considered as a component 
also.  I t  is  given the identification number one.  The range of integra­
tion is  specified by giving the init ial  and f inal  values of the inde­
pendent variablo.  Also specified are the increment size and the output 
frequency. Ttic output frequency is  the number of increments to be 
processed between print  out points.  This information is  read according 
to the FORTRAN statement,  F0RMAT(I5,3015.7,15).  One may specify more 
than one independent variable generator for a problem. This is  equivalent 
to breaking the integral  up into sub-integrals and permits changing 
either the increment size or the output frequency or both at  various 
points in the problem. 
To i l lustrate the component coding procedures with the reactor 
problem, note that  constant multiplier 10 is  the f irst  component in 
Figure 6.  The information required for the component is  shown in Figure 1.  
Columns 1 to 5 hold the identification number,  10.  Columns 6 to 10 hold 
the type number,  two. Columns 11 to 15 hold the code for the one input.  
As the input,  d(Ce comes from component 34,  a 34 is  entered in this 
f ield.  As there are no further inputs the next three f ields (columns 16 
to 30) hold three dummy zeros.  The f irst  floating point f ield (columns 31 
to 45) holds the value of the constant,  K^» which is  7.8600000D+13 for the 
parameters of the problem. A dummy zero in columns 46 to 60 f i l ls  out 
the loniiat .  The card is  shown in Figure 7 as part  of the complete input 
dci ' .k.  Con!.l  curl .  mui l . ipiiers 1 ]  ûrKJ 12 are coded in similar fashion. Note,  
hoW(^ver,  that  the type number for component 12 is  given as minus Lwo. 
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Figure 7. Input data for reactor problem 
This serves to invert  the sign of the output,  giving -bgTdT. This can 
bo done with any component.  For the constant multiplier,  one could 
equally well  have inserted a negative constant and a posit ive type 
number.  
The f irst  summer has the identification number 13 and the type 
number three.  Three inputs are coded in columns 11 to 15, 16 to 20, and 
21 to 25. These are 10, 11,  and 12. As the fourth input is  not required,  
a dummy zero is  entered in columns 26 to 30.  Dummy zeros in columns 31 
to 45 and 46 to 60 f i l l  out the format.  
The f irst  integrator has the identification number 14 and the type 
number one.  The primary input is  the independent variable,  dt ,  and hence 
coded as a one.  The one secondary input comes from component 13 and is  
CO coded in columns 16 to 20. There are no other secondary inputs and so 
dummy zeros are entered in columns 21 to 25 and 26 to 30. The init ial  
value of the secondary input variable,  T^, is  entered in columns 31 to 45. 
For this problem I t  is  300°K (0.3000000EM-03).  
The remaining constant multipliers,  summers,  and integrators are 
coded in l ike fashion. The function multiplier,  component 33,  has the 
identification number and type number coded in the usual way. The 
primaly input,  d(o ) ,  is  coded in columns 11 to 15 as a 32.  The 
Locondury input,  dC, comes from component 23 and is  so coded in columns 
16 to 20. There follow two dummy zeros as no further secondary inputs 
-F/RT 
are required.  The init ial  value of the primary input,  e ° ,  Is 
entered in columns 31 to 45, and t l ie init ial  value of the secondary input,  
C^, in columns 46 to 60. 
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The steady state testing module is  included in the flowsheet.  The 
identification number and type number are coded in the usual way. The 
one input is  from component 24 and is  so coded in columns 11 to 15. 
Three dummy zeros follow. The init ial  value,  C^, is  entered in columns 
-8 31 to 45. The steady state cri terion,  10 ,  is  entered in columns 46 
to 60. This moans that  if  the change in C is  less than 10~® for f. lx 
conspcutivo updatings then steady state is  assumed and the problrm ic.  
t .ormlnatod. 
Because the steady state test  module is  included the integration 
range may be specified to be extremely large to assure that  steady state 
is  reached. No waste of computer t ime results if  the range is  over-
specified since the problem is  terminated at  steady state in any case.  
The increment size,  dt ,  is  taken to be 20 seconds.  The range of zero to 
10,000 seconds is  to be specified.  I t  is  desired to print  out C and T 
values at  every 200 seconds.  This means that  ten increments must be 
processed between output points,  or that  the output frequency is  ten.  All  
this information iL en Le red on the coding card for Lhe independent 
variable generator.  The number one goes in columns 1 to 5.  The init ial  
and f inal  values of t ime, the increment size,  and the output frequency 
follow in that  order.  The card is  read according to the FORTRAN statement,  
F0RV1AT(I5,3U15.7,15).  
The component cards and the IVG cards are shown in Figure 7 along 
with the other input data cards required.  Integrators 14 and 24 are not 
placed at  ihe end of the component sequence as suggested earl ier  because 
Ltip output: ,  of these integrators are not used in any components to be 
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procoscod later in the sequence. For this reason they have been placed 
in this more convenient position. Otherwise they should come later in 
the sequence. 
The complete input data deck 
As mentioned above, i t  is necessary to read in cards to provide 
information for program control, output specification, etc. These cards 
along with the component and IVG cards described above comprise the 
complete input data deck for the DIAN program. 
First,  i t  should be noted that it  is possible to run any number of 
problems with DIAN by stacking the input data decks for one problem after 
another. The very first card in the input deck gives the number of 
problems to be run.. This card is read according to FOfMAT( 15). 
The first card for any given problem is the title card. This caid 
is read according to an A-type format and allows 80 columns of literal 
data to be punched on the card. The t itle will be printed out at the 
top of the first page of the printed output. 
Next comes a "control card" read according to FORMAT(715). On this 
card the programmer must enter the following information in order; 
1) total number of components excluding JVC's; 
2) totul number of IVG's; 
3) total number of variables to be printed out, excluding the 
independent variable (see next paragraph for the method of specifying 
variables for output); 
4) initial value/boundary value specification — a one indicates an 
initial value problem while a two indicates a boundary value problem; 
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5) heading option — a positive integer indicates that literal 
headings will be read in, a zero indicates that no headings will be read 
in; 
6) roGot option — a onn here indicates that no pararnotors aro to 
he rot.ot. wtiilc a t:wo indicator, use of the rosot option which will bo 
dif.cu'jf.od bolow; 
7) pertains only to reset problems — a zero should bp ontorod if 
reset is not involved. 
Next comes the output specification card. Output is specified by 
listing the identification numbers of the components which hold the 
integrated values of the desired output variables. At any time during 
computation, a particular integrator holds the current value of i ts 
secondary input variable. Certain other components also hold inteyratfxJ 
variablcr. (see Figurer. 1, 2, and 3)- Output may be spec 1 i led fiom any 
ol Llier.e except for the secondary input variables to funct.ion inultipllefi 
and function dividers. The independent variable is always an output 
variable and need not bo specified. The specified component numbers are 
read according to FORMAT(1615). 
These output variables are printed out in the order in which they are 
specified with the independent variable first.  They are printed six to a 
line according to FOMulAT(6D20.7). This format is statement number 900 in 
the source program and may be changed at the programmer's discretion. 
l-ollowiiKj the output specification card come the component cards in 
the onler i t  is wished they be processed. Next come the IVG cards. 
If the option to read in literal headings is being used they come 
next. The headings are read according to the I-0RMAT(18A4). Up to 
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twelve characters per heading are allowed. The first heading (always for 
tho independent variable) is centered in columns one through 12. The 
cf.-cond is centered in columns 13 to 24, the third in columns 25 to 36, 
rte. 
To summarize, the composition of the input data deck for an initial 
value problem is: 
1) Title card 
2) Control card 
3) Output specification card 
4) Component carJs 
5) IVG cards 
6) Headings, if specified. 
The complete input for the reactor problem is shown in Figure 7. Tfie 
first card indicates that only the one problem is to be run. The control 
card indicates 16 components, one IVG, two output variables, an initial 
value problem, and no reset. Integrators 24 and 14 hold C and T 
respectively and thus are the numbers on the output specification card. 
The Boundary Value Feature 
Pjttvl-.ion ii;  made in DIAN for solving two types of boundary value 
p nut) I ems. Oiie i;;  the case in which a desired value oi" a given variable 
j 1. to be obl.aine'i at a fixed value of the independent variable. Th.e 
other cane if. the one in which a desired steady-state value of a given 
variable' is do;.ired. Two initial values of the control variable (which 
uuy or may not be the same as the boundary variable) are specil if>d. The 
problem is run twice as an initial value problem with these initial values. 
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Then on each succeeding run a new initial control variable is obtained 
by comparing the calculated boundary- values with the desired value and 
interpolating. 
In using the steady-state feature one should use the steady-state 
tost module. When steady state has been obtained control will auto­
matically transfer to the boundary value section of the program. This 
means that if one is in doubt as to how much time might be needed to 
reach steady state, he may specify a very extensive integration range 
without fear of actually using i t  all.  
After each trial in a boundary value problem it  is necessary to 
reinitialize those initial values and constants which depend on the 
control variable. If the parameter is directly proportional to the 
control variable then the reinitialization can be done automatically in 
ttie DIAN program. Otherwise a separate FORTl-îAN subroutine must be 
provided to perform the reinitializations. 
To solve a boundary value problem, i t  is first coded exactly as an 
initial value problem except, of course, that a boundary value problem is 
specified on the control card. In addition, data cards are required to 
indicate the estimated initial values of the control variable, the 
desired boundary value, the allowable tolerance when comparing the 
calculated boundary value with the desired value, the number of parameters 
Lo i-rini Lializod linearly, and the number of parameters requiring non­
linear reinitialization. It  is also necessary to indicate the location 
()! llio parameters in the coding data. This, of courne, requires come 
knowledge of how the coding data is read into the program. 
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Tip integral or fixed point data are read from the input cards into 
the ICODE array. The double precision (recommended in using the IBM 3^0 
computers, see Appendix A) floating point data are read into the CCDE 
array. The data is read into these arrays in the order i t  occurs in the 
input deck, i .e.,  the data on the first component card goes into the 
first six ICODE locations and the first two CODE locations, while the 
data on the cocond card goes into ICODE locations 7 through 12 and CODE 
locations t.hreo and four, etc. For oxamplo, suppor,f> tho I i  r ' . t  douh]f 
precision riumbor on tlie fifth data cacd requiros rfini tlali^at-ion. Thi' ,  
number is identified in the boundary value section of the DIAN program 
by i ts CODE location, 9. 
The reactor problem already introduced can be solved as a boundary 
value problem by finding the initial concentration that will result in a 
steady state concentration of 0.004 moles/liter if the initial temperature 
is 300°K. In this case concentrationis both the control and the boundary 
vari-ihle. One could set the problem up using T as the control variable 
wi t.h a given initial concentration. If the first estimate oi C i r,. taken 
J ' .  O.OUb, Lhe same au in the initial value problem, Lhen l.he cumpunenl. 
caalG are exactly Die samf; ac before. Also the other cards are identical 
except thai !.he control card has a two in columns 16 to 20 to indicate 
a boundary value problem. 
However, additional cards are required. The first is read according 
to F0RMAT(4D15.7,3I5). On i t  the programmer enters the following 
information in order: 
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1) the first assumed value of the conxrol variable; 
2) the second assumed value of the control variable; 
3) the desired boundary value; 
4) the boundary value tolerance; 
5) tlio identification number of the integrator holding the 
boundary variable; 
6) the number of CCDE locations to be linearly reinitialized; 
7) the number of CCDE locations requiring non-linear 
reinitialization. 
From the output shown in Figure 8 it  can be seen that 0.005 is too 
high as estimate of C so the next estimate is taken as 0.0047. Whenever 
o 
a run is made with a trial initial value the output is saved in the OUT 
array. Then the calculated boundary value is corrpared with the desired 
value. If the difference is less than the tolerance specified then the 
output is printed and the problem terminated. If not, a now initial value 
is determined by interpolation. 
Unless no CODE locations require linear reinitialization then the 
next card actually lists the CODE locations that do. If any CODr locations 
require non-linear reinitialization then subroutine INIT is called. This 
subroutine must be supplied by the programmer. In i t  are inserted the 
FORTRAN statements required to effect the reinitialization. The previous 
value of tlu'  control variable is PRVAL and the newly determined one is 
value .  Therefoio if CODE location 27, say, depends inversely on the 
corilrol vaiiahle then 
C( )DE(27)=CCm(27 )*  PRVAL/VALUE 
CONTINUOUS STIRRED TANK REACTOR PROBLEM 
STEADY STATE DETECTED, INDEPENDENT VARIABLE IS O.^lCOOCCt Û4 
TIME CGWCN T t.SP 
C.C G.5CC0:LCD-•Û2 C.30Cv:C0D 03 
0.2CCCCCjD 03 C.47236190- C2 0.3C4v622D C3 
C.4VOLCCCD C3 0.45497500-02 0.305370:0 03 
C.éiCCGCCD C3 C.4463:5cO- C2 :.3.. .579;:;.D 03 
L.8CGCÛC0D 03 0.44253730-02 C.3:592490 03 
: # IOC V • J *-» W L) C4 0.44:96150-02 0.3059682C C3 
G.12:00C:C u4 C.44C3bC7D- C2 0.3:596210 :3 
C.14ÛC0CCD 04 0.44013430- 02 0. 3059t»66 0 03 
C.iôGCOOCD 04 û.44oC5ô9D-02 0.31598800 C3 
C.180C0CCD C4 C.4400207D-C2 W.30598S5D 03 
C.2ÙVVÛCCD 04 G.440j099D-02 0.3059886D C3 
C. 21C'0C0CD u4 C.44GO0750-02 0.3:598860 03 
Figure 8. Output for continuous stirred tank reactor problem 
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will pflocl Lho nocoGsary  change. Or if the CODE value is proportional to 
the exponential of the control variable: 
CODE ( 27 )=CODE ( 27 ) *EX P( VALUE ) /EX P( PRVAL) 
For ti ' ie reactor problem in question, the constant, a^, is directly 
proportional to tne control variable, C. This is CODE location 13. Also, 
initial values for integrator 24, steady state module 25, function multi­
plier 33, and integrator 34 are proportional to C. These are CODE locations 
19, 21, 30, and 31. 
l- ' igure 9 nhcwc the input data deck for the boundary value version oT 
utir reactor problem. 
The Reset Option 
By invoking the reset option the programmer uses the component coding 
data from the previous problem and superimposes changes on the data. 
For each component to be changed a data card is read in giving the 
identification number and the new double precision numbers. In general only 
one of the two numbers is actually changed, but i t  is simpler to road in 
boi.n. 
Tn the input data deck for a reset problem, a now t itle card ir.  
rcquirr-d. Also a control card must be included on which the reset optiun 
In indlcaifd by a two in columns 26 to 30. 
It  !!iay ho deoired to change the IVG structure from ttic previous pro-
lein. If uo, a positive number in columns 30 to 35 of the control card indi­
cates that new IVG cards are to be read in. The number of new IVG cards 
must be properly indicated in columns 6 to 10 of the control card. 
Following the title and control cards comes a card on which the 
numbni of components to be changed is indicated. It  is read according to 
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Figure 9. Input data for boundary value version of reactor problem 
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FORMAT (15). 
Next come the cards which give the actual changes as described above. 
They are read according to F0RMAT(I5,2D15.7). 
If now IVG cards have been specified they come next. 
If tho problem is a boundary value problem, then the necessary 
additional cards are inserted at the end. 
The output specification card and headings are not repeated but 
saved from the previous problem. 
In summary, the input data deck for a reset problem consists of: 
1) Title card 
2) Control card 
3) Card giving the number of components to be changed 
4) Reset cards 
5) New IVG cards if specified 
6) Boundary value cards if specified. 
The use of the reset is illustrated in the sample problems on the 
variable volume reactor. 
Special Features 
Two features are discussed below. First is the problem of 
ijeneralitin u/v when u = v =0. Ttu^ second is th.e use or t-he FOiîTRAN 
^ ' 0 0 
iixjduliT,, jMrticularly the use of the built-in RETUKN features. 
Hi V"nier- coiii.i  J i  »-i t  Ion 
1-or t l io case where u = v = 0, Llio divider by-passer, the regular Co 
output calcula Lion un the first pass and outputs zero. A l  the incremenu 
size is automatically reduced at the beginning of a problem this does 
not usually cause significant error. However, the initial value (u/v)^ 
will occur at least once in the problem, and i t  is necessary to have a 
good estimate of this. If the value is known analytically, as in the 
case of x/sine x, there is no problem. Where this is not the case i t  may 
be possible to estimate the value- from other initial values of the problem. 
The method is illustrated in the sample problems on variable volume 
rnactor simulation. 
Using the l-OHTl<AN modules 
In using FORTRAN modules i t  is necessary that the programmer have 
some idea of how various arrays are used in the program. As explained 
before the coding data is read into the ICCDE and CODE arrays. The 
double precision data are preserved without change in the CODE array 
during the running of the problem. Only by invoking the reset option may 
this bo changed. For use in the computations this data is read into 
"working arrays". The first double precision number on each card is 
ffud Into tlif Y array and the second into the Y2 array. The argument in 
eacti case is equal to the identification number augmented by one. In all 
components involving an integration of a differential input, the updated 
value of the variable is stored in the appropriate position of the Y or 
Y2 array erasing the previous values. For example, if an integrator has 
the identification number 28 then Y(29) holds the current value of the 
secondary input variable. Figures 1, 2, and 3 show which variables are 
integrated for each component. The current differential output of each 
Component is stored in the DZ array, once again the argument being the 
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identification number augmented by one. Further information concerning 
computational procedures for individual components may be found in the 
programming logic section. 
The statement: 
RETURN 1 
is used in the convergence check module. It  causes a return from the 
calculation subroutine to the main program in such a way as to abort the 
problem and proceed to the next one. The same statement may be used in 
a FORTRAN module to accomplish the same thing. 
The statement; 
RETURN 2 
is used in the steady state module. When steady state is attained control 
returns to tlie main program at a point where a test is made to see if 
the boundary value feature has been specified. If so, control is 
transferred to the proper subroutine. If not, output is printed and the 
problem terminated. An example of the use of this return feature in a 
FORTRAN module is given in the sample problem on variable volume roacto/ 
i.imulation. 
The FORTRAN modules are inserted in subroutine MOO which mu'./L bo 
uuppl ied by t,l>e programmer if needed. Tke listings given in Appetxiix B 
L.I10W how I hi '  moduler, may be inserted. Recall that the moduJes are treai ixl 
ar. componniiLs and included in the input data. The variable ICH indicdte;^ 
Llie order oi'  l-ORTIiAN modules as they occur in the input data. Orie schfirie 
ir,  given in the listings using ICT as the index of a computed GO TO, and 
inserting the first FORTRAN module at statement one, the second at 101, 
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Ole. If a email number of modulps aro to be used a r.orioG of IF stato-
montc In pJaco of the computed GO TO would be more pfficiont. 
The program is set up to handle only one problem with FORTRAN modules 
in a multifile of problems, with the exception that a problem involving 
FORTRAN modules may be re-run with now parameters by using the reset 
option. 
Size of Program 
There is no a priori restriction of the size of the program other 
than tne amount of storage available. There is no restriction on the 
nurabrr of any one type of component that may be included. The available 
storago may bo alioted in various ways to tailor the program to particular 
applications. For example, the D array holds empirical data. If 
extensive work is going to be done without any use of the enpirical 
function generator this array could be specified for two values to save 
space for other arrays. Appendix A l ists all arrays used and the criteria 
for their rAze. 
Tnr ICODE, CCDE, and OUT arrays are the least frequently used. For 
tïioso larrnliar with th.o techniques involved- the program could be altered 
1,0 oLoro Lli0',0 arrays on some auxiliary device rather than in core. The 
other Idn^f arrays are used frequently in updating cumpononts and should 
b(^ r.toroci ill  core. 
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PROGRAM LOGIC 
The DIAN source deck consists primarily of a main program and three 
subroutines. The main program controls the transfers to the initialization 
subroutine, SETUP; to the calculation subroutine, CALC; and to the boundary 
value subroutine, INTER. 
Figure 10 shows the main program logic. Figure 11 is the section 
labelled B in Figure 10. This is the part of the main program in which 
tho incromont size is reduced in traversing the first two specified incre­
ments. 
Figure 12 shows the logic for the initialization process required 
at the beginning of every problem and at the beginning of each new trial 
in a boundary value problem. 
Figure 13 shows the logic for subroutine INTER, which is used for 
two purposes; for the testing and interpolation necessary for a boundary 
value problem; and for making certain adjustments when discontinuous 
signals are generated by relays, absolute value generators, or transport 
delay generators. The nature of these adjustments is considered below 
where the components are treated individually. 
Gubroul.ine CALC is logically very simple. In this subroutine the 
components are updated. Each component is branched to a certain section 
as determined by the type number. The operations performed for each type 
of component are discussed below. 
Two additional subroutines, MOD and INIT, are provided by the 
programmer. If not needed, dummy subroutines must still  be provided. The 
listings in Appendix B gives proper dummy subroutines with the necessary 
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Zero out working 
arrays 
[START f Cair 
SETUP, 
A1 
I DO 280 I=1,NIVG 
At=(l/100)» 
specified value 
IVG 
no 
DZ values multl 
plied by EAT; 
IDG adjusted yes 
A6 Integrator outputs 
set equal to Y^dU 
Section 
A? I OUT-»-output variables 
Call 
CALC 
utput 
jjolnt, 
yes 
'butput\ yes 
point?/ 
\ / AlO 
AS no 
no 
BI 311 
/End \ yes 
ipf ivy 
\? / All 
no 
AI 
280 no yes 
A12 
WRITS HEAD 
and OUT 
' Cair 
.INTER 
BV ^ 
iroblera?. 
yes no 
i-ast prO' 
V iM? 
yes no 
Ne- trial 
ifequlred?^ 
yes no 
A17 
A15 STOP 
tall ) 
SETUP 
Figure 10. Main program logic 
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from 
sectlonV 
A 
A = l.ODO 
B =. O.ODO 
C c O.ODO 
B1 
A = 23.ODQ/12.OD0 
B = -4.0DO/3.0DO 
C = 5.0D0/12.0D0 
A = I.5DO 
B « ""0.5DO C = O.ODO 
HH-«-10.0D0«BAD2 
Bga—-10 . 0D0*BAD1 
D2—10.0D0»DZ 
At—-10.0D0*6t 
H DO 175 1=21.28 1 
BADl—BB 
Do 132 1=3.10 1 
|aAD2-^BH I B3 
-—jpo 150 1=11.20 
HAD2^RH B5 
no /Outpu 
point? 
r-4po 205 1=29.38 
HH-^IO . 0DQ»aAD2 
SHR-»-100. 0D0«HAD1 
DZ—10.0D0*D2 
At*speclfled value 
E7 
yes /C3utput\ no 
point? 
J0=1 
f Back to 
V section 
Figure 11. Reduced increment section logic 
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START 
Cl 
:NEW 
HEAD title and 
control cards 02 
'set prob^ 
. lem , 
no yes 
C4 
JNEW=0 
KNEW=-1 READ output 
specifications 
Read reset 
data cards 
Initialization section, component 
data cards read If JNEW=1; 
working arrays«a-CODE data ICODS array—preset data 
New\ 
IVG?y 
:EW yes no 
CIO 
I READ IVG specifications 
HEAD IVG 
specifications 
and HEAD 
K2=l 
M6=1 
Cll 
Figure 12. Subroutine SETUP logic 
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STA.HT 
D1 
STOP 
* lst\ yes 
entry y-
no 
D2 HEAD BV data 
positive / BV \ negative 
(tes t) 
BV\ 
testi 
positive negative 
PHVAI/^lst assumed IV 
VALUE—-2nd assumed IV 
Interpolate for 
new IV, VALUE Specified CODE values 
multiplied by VALUE/PBVAL D6 
' Non­
linear re-
V set? y 
no yes 
(RETURN") 
Call 
INIT 
07 
DO 790 I=1,NT0T D9 
=__yinput codeS. 
I \  'IADJ X 
{Adjust saved inputs DID 
790 
ure 13. Subroutine INTER logic 
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specification cards. 
Main Program Logic 
Al: Arrays to be used during calculation are zeroed out. 
A2; Subroutine SETUP is called with KNEW = 0 which distinguishes a 
new problem from the reinitialization of a boundary value problem (KNEW = 1). 
In SETUP, initial values and constants are read into the proper arrays for 
later calculations. 
A3: The DO loop is indexed on number of independent variable genera­
tors specified. 
A4; The differential of the independent variable is set equal to one-
hundredth of the specified value. 
A5: If i t  is not the first independent variable generator i t  is 
necessary to multiply the differential output of each component (the DZ 
array) by the ratio of the new increment size to the old. Also, the number 
of increments of delay for the transport delay generators changes and 
requires that the stack of stored inputs be adjusted. 
A6; To start the problem for the first independent variable generator, 
Liîo output of all integrators is set equal to the initial value of the 
secondary input times the differential of the primary input. This dif­
ferentia L is properly defined only for the independent variable aid other-
wine is zero. This explains the recommended sequencing of components. 
A7: Oil t . iie firiiL pass, the initial values of the components specified 
Fnr output will bo put into the OUT array. During subsequent calculations, 
whenever an output point is reached, control will be transferred to this 
point. 
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A8; After first output point, control is transferred to section B 
(Figure 11) where the calculation subroutine is called with reduced incre­
ment size. Thereafter, return from the output section is controlled by JO 
which is assigned values of -1, 0, and 1 to effect transfer back to the 
point from which control was transferred to the output section. 
A9: Oncc thp first two increments of a given independent variable 
goriorator have boon traversed with reduced increment cize, this ii.  the 
point from which CALC is called. 
A10: On each return from CALC a test is made to see if the end of the 
independent variable generator has been reached. If not, CALC is called 
once more. 
A12: If the end of the independent variable has been reached, a tost 
is made to see if i t  is the last one. If not, the next one is processed. 
A13: If the last independent variable generator has been processed, 
a test is made to see if the boundary value feature has been specified. 
If not, the heading and the output (contained in the OIJT array) are 
printed. 
A14: This indicates that steady state has been censed in the steady 
state check component. 
A15: If the current problem is a boundary value problem, then control 
is transferred to subroutine INTER where the boundary value is compared 
with the denized value and, if necessary, a new initial value is determined 
by interpolation, 
Al6: ir the boundary value was found to be satisfactory, the heading 
and OUT array are printed. If not, control is transferred to SETUP with 
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KNEW =1; the problem is reinitialized and run with the new initial value 
determined in INTER. 
A17: This indicates that the problem was found by the convergence 
check module to bo unstable. 
A18; Once the given problem has been terminated for any reason, a 
check is made to if another problem remains to be solved. 
Reduced Increment Section 
Bl: A, B, and C are the coefficients for the intergration formula and 
require adjustments for the first two posses in CALC because of truncation. 
B2; After the second pass through CALC the current inputs are saved 
for use in increasing the increment size later. This is done after the 
second pass rather than the first because in the case of feedback some 
components will not receive a valid input until the second pass. 
B3: After the tenth pass current inputs are saved again. 
E4: After ten more passes the increment size is increased by a factor 
of ten (to one-tenth the specified size). The saved inputs are now read 
into the arrays holding the first and second previous inputs for each 
component. Current outputs are multiplied by ten. 
B5: After eight more passes, current inputs are again saved. 
B6; Al, this point the end of the first specified increment has been 
reached and it.  is necessary to check to see if i t  is an output point. li '  
i t .  i  n, contre] i n transferred to the section defining the oucput (Al) and 
Lhen back (IM). 
B7; After ten more passes, the end of the second specified increment 
has, been reached and i t  is necessary to check for an output point. 
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HH; Incrnmnnt ;-.ize is now inci-oasod to the spncifiod sizo. Iho 
proper caved inputs are restored as before. Current outputs are multiplied 
by ten. 
Subroutine SETUP 
CI; At this point KNEW is either one indicating a reinitialization 
for a boundary value problem, or zero indicating a new problem. 
C2: The t itle card and control card are read. 
C3: A test is made to see if the new problem is a reset problem or 
not. 
C4: If the problem is not a reset problem then JNEW is set equal lo 
one and the output specifications are read before proceeding to the 
initialization section (C9). 
C5: If the problem is a reset problem then JNEW is set equal to zero 
and KNEW to minus one to assure proper branching later in the subroutine. 
C6: The reset cards are read. 
C7; The data read in on the reset cards are placed in the appro­
priate CCDE array locations replacing the previous values. 
If the control card for the reset problem indicaLr-d that now IVG 
cords arc 1,(j bf rr^ad in then this is done at ttiis point ' . .  
C9: In t.lin initialization section the du La in the CODE array is 
Lransferrod l.o the "working arrays" (Y and Y2). In the case of a new 
problem wlihoui reset i t  is necessary to first read tlie component coding 
cards (JNEW = 1). This data is read into the ICODE and CCDE arrays. In 
the case of a boundary value problem reinitialization the component cards 
hâve already been read and the necessary changes in the CCDE array have 
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beon accomplished in subroutine INTER. In the case of a reset problem the 
coding data of the previous problem has been preserved except for the 
changes in the CODE array effected at C7. In both the latter cases new 
component cards are not read (JNEW =0). 
CIO: In the case of a boundary value problem reinitialization 
(KNEW =1) control is returned to the main program. For a new problem 
without reset i t  is necessary to read in the IVG cards and headings, if 
specified. For a reset problem, the IVG cards have already been read if 
nocossary and the headings preserved from the previous problem and there­
fore this section is by-passed. 
Cll: M2 and M6 are required for control purposes later in the 
program. 
Subroutine INTER 
Dl: Subroutine INTER is used to make boundary value tests and to 
adjust working arrays when discontinuous signals are sensed from relays, 
absolute value generators, or transport delay generators. The former use 
is indicated by IHO equal to zero and the latter use by IBO equal to one. 
D2: On the first entry to INTER for a given problem, i t  is nocosiary 
1 . 0  road data cards which provide the following information: the coriponent 
holding the U>-;ndary value, the deûixcid boundary value, the clor.onesr. 
desired ol Liu- solution, two assumed initial values, and the list of tho 
CODE locations requiring linear reinitialization. 
D3: Closeness of the boundary value to the desired value is tested, 
and if sufficiently close, control is returned to the main program with M4 
equal to one which causes the OUT array to be printed and the next problem 
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sot. up. 
D4: The first and second assumed initial values of the control 
variable are defined as PRVAL and VALUE respectively. 
D5: While sections D2 through D4 must be processed on the first 
pass through the boundary value section, on all subsequent passes the 
boundary value test is nade immediately. If the test fails then the 
previous initial value is defined as PRVAL and a new initial value, VALUE, 
is determined by interpolation of the two previous initial values. 
D6: All CODE positions specified for linear reinitialization are 
multiplied by VALUE/PRVAL to accomplish this. 
07: If some CODE positions have been specified for nonlinear 
reinitialization, then subroutine INIT is called. In this subroutine should 
be inserted the FORTRAN statements required to effect the reinitializations. 
D8; Return to the main program with M4 equal to zero causes control 
to transfer from iVAIN to SETUP, so that ICODE and CODE values may be put 
into the working arrays and the problem rerun with the new initial values. 
D9: The DO loop is indexed on the total number of components 
specifird for ttic given problem. 
DiO: The adjur.tment. scheme for handling a discontinuous signal from 
a inlay, .Mn absolute value generator, or a transport delay yenoraior is 
mo re coi. ' ipiic.i l.od than shown here. Th^re is a branching so that the adjust­
ment requiroinr'nts for each type of component may be considered separately. 
The function performed in this section for each component is discussed 
below where the components are discussed individually. 
Dll; The DIU section of INTER is called from subroutine CALC when a 
discontinuous signal is generated. Control is returned to that point in 
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CALC from which INTER was called. 
Individual Components 
Actual computation to update the components occurs in subroutine CALC. 
On oach pass the components are processed in order. The subroutine con-
of a branch controlled by the type number to transfer control to tho 
proper section for each type of component. 
The following paragraphs describe the operations required for each 
component. Nomenclature is compatible with that used in Figures 1, 2, and 
3J which may be referred to on reading this section. 
Also discussed are the functions performed during initialization in 
SETUP which affect computations in CALC, and the adjustments required in 
INTER on the receipt of a discontinuous signal. The nature of the adjust­
ment is considered in more detail in the paragraphs devoted to those 
components from which these discontinuities actually arise; namely, the 
relay, the absolute value generator, and the transport delay generator. 
III loqra lor 
The secondary input is in the form 
Thr integralIon is performed by a "marching" process, using the integrated 
form of the Newton-Coates Forward Difference Formula; 
AI llio beginning of a problem the formula must be truncated. This is 
dv. = (dv. + dv^ + dv ).  .  
1 1 ^ 1 
On each pass a numerical integration is performed to update v: 
v .  =  v . _ ^  - 1 -  ( 2 3 / i 2 ) d v ^  -  ( V 3 ) d v . _ ^  +  ( 5 / l 2 ) d v . _ 2  .  
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effected by assigning coefficients in the calling program. This is done 
with reduced increment size as explained above. The output is defined as 
v.du. 
1 
In subroutine SETUP the initial value of v is read from the data card. 
On the receipt of a discontinuous signal, dv^_^ and dv^_2 are adjusted 
in subroutine INTER. 
Constant multiplier 
The input, du, is simply multiplied by the constant which was read 
in from the data card in SETUP. 
When a discontinuous signal is received an additional pass through 
the adjustment section of INTER is required to make adjustments in those 
components which receive an input from the constant multiplier. This is 
because the constant multiplier passes on the discontinuity. 
Summer 
The four secondary inputs are added together. 
A discontinuous signal is also passed on by the summer and the same 
kind of additional adjustment pass in INTER is required as for the constant 
iriultiplior. 
PpWer genera tor 
The input, du, is integrated by the same method described for the 
integrator to obtain u. The exponent, a, which has been read from the data 
card is used in conjunction with u and du to obtain the output; 
d(u^) = au^ ^du .  
The initial value of u is also read from the data card in SETUP. 
In thf INTER adju^tmnnt section, and du^_2 must Ln adjusted on 
the receipt of a discontinuous signal. 
Sine generator 
The input, du, is integrated to obtain u. The library function DCOS 
(double precision) is used to determine the output: 
d(sin u) = DCOS(u)du .  
On receiving a discontinuous signal, du. and du. must bo 
1-1 i~d 
adjustGKi in INTER. 
Function mulLlplicr 
The inputs dv (that is,  dv^ + dv^ + dv^) and du are both integrated to 
obtain v and u respectively. The output is then calculated as follows: 
d(uv) = udv + vdu .  
Both initial values, u^ and v^, are read from the data card in SETUP. 
In the INTER adjustment section both the primary and secondary inputs 
must be checked for the receipt of s discontinuous signal and previous 
inputs adjur.tod if necessary. 
l-uricl.ion div"nior 
Inlf 'Qrai.ion rcquireinonts are identical Lu Lhoi;o ior tlir I 'unction 
multiplier. The output ic; defined as: 
d(u/v) = (vdu -  udv)/v.v .  
As explained in the programming procedures section, when u^ = v^ = 0, the 
output formula is by-passed on the first pass. 
SETUP and INTER functions are identical to those for the function 
multiplier. 
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Logarithm qnnorator 
The input, du, is integrated to obtain u. Output is defined as: 
d(log^u) = (^) log^e 
Any integral value is allowed for b. The term, log^e is conputed in 
SETUP. 
Receipt of a discontinuous signal requires the adjustment of du^ ^ and 
du. „ in INTER. 
Exponentiator 
The input, du, is integrated to obtain u. The output is defined as; 
d(a") = a^du-log^a 
where a is a real, positive integer specified on the coding card (a zero 
is the code number for e). The term log^a is conputed in SETUP using the 
liorary function, ALCG. 
On receipt of a discontinuous signal, the previous inputs must be 
adjusted in INTER. 
Hmpi rica] function generator 
The variable u serves as a control variable and the empirical function 
rrrty bo con'.  i.dorod as f(u) vs u. The differential output is estimated by 
tlio folJowli.tj  formula; 
df = f (u. ) -  f(u ) 
1 i-1 
The data is read in SETUP. The initial term f(u ) is also determined in 
o 
SETUP- One of the given data points must be f(u^). Its position in the 
array of data is indicated in the coding data. A "pointer" is set at this 
position in tlu? array. In subroutine CALC the variable u is determined by 
iiii .pgral.ion of du. Tho value of u is used to see if the pointer should be 
moved. Whenever i t  is, a check is trade to make sure that the pointer has 
not been extended beyond the array of given data. 
During the INTER adjustment pass, the control variable input, du, may 
need adjustment. 
Relay 
Tho control variable u is determined by integration of du. The valuo 
of u is compared to CUT to determinn whether dv^ or dv^ 'should bo output. 
Two proviouc valuos of dv^ and dv^, am saved. When a switch is made from 
dv^ to dv2 or vice versa i t  is necessary to call the INTER adjustment to 
adjust saved inputs of components receiving the output from the relay. For 
example, if the switch is from dv^ to dv^ at pass i  and the signal is 
received as du in another component, (du)^_j^ must be adjusted by adding the 
term ((dv^,)^ ^ -  (dv^)^_^) from the relay. Similarly, (du)^_2 is adjusted 
with ((dVgPi.g -  (dv^)^_2). 
In SETUP tho initial valuo, u^, and CUT aro road from tho component 
(latu card. 
]n l.lio INTER ad jur.tmcnl-. i t  is. nocosr.ai-y to chock du, dv^, and dv^ for 
l,h(^ rocoi(.)l of a discontinuous signal. 
Abc,oluLo va I uo gonorator 
The absojuto value generator can actually be considered as a special 
typo of relay in which CUT = 0, u is the control variable, -du is the 
output whon u < 0 (i .e.,  -du corresponds to dv^), and du is the output when 
u ^ 0 (i.e.,  du corresponds to Viewed thus, the adjustment policy 
whon u crosses zero is exactly analogous to that for the relay. 
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In SETUP the initial value of us is read. 
In the INTER adjustment section the input must be checked for the 
receipt of a discontinuous signal. 
Transport dolay generator 
Tho inputs to the transport delay generator arc stacked in the order 
they are received. The number of increments of delay is specified on the 
component data card. A counter is compared to this number. After the 
specified number of increments have been processed the top value of the 
stack of stored inputs is defined as the output and the current input goes 
to the bottom of the stack. 
When the first output from a transport delay generator is defined i t  
is necessary to adjust the two previous inputs which have been saved by 
the receiving component. This is accomplished by interpolating backwards 
through the top three numbers of the stack of inputs to obtain numbers 
that could be labelled du ,  and du _ where u is the function being delayed. 
"i -c 
Those numbers cun bo added to the saved inputs of the receiving component 
to Insure a smooth interpolation in that component. 
Another problem arises when the transport delay generator itGolf 
receives a discontinuous signal. This discontinuity is passed on after 
being delaynd. On the receipt of such a signal another counter is set in 
operation, unci the adjustment factors are saved. When this counter 
inU lea ten tlu>t i . hc  onllre delay lias transpired, the INTER adjustment section 
is called ami the components receiving the delayed discontinuity are 
ad jui.ted. 
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Thorn arc restrictions on the way in which the increment size may be 
chianged in a problem requiring the transport delay generator. The new 
increment size must be an integral multiple of the previous one and must 
divide evenly into the number of increments of delay. This allows the 
stack of saved inputs to be adjusted by saving certain values from the old 
stack. 
ConvrTQencn check 
Thn input, du, is compared to a maximum value to be tolerated. If 
greater, the problem is aborted. The maximum tolerance is specified on the 
component data card. There are no INTER adjustment requirements. 
Steady state check 
The input, du, is integrated to obtain u. The term (u^ - u^_.) is 
compared to maximum tolerance for steady state. To avoid a false steady 
state detection at inflection points or extreme six consecutive positive 
tests are required before terminating the problem. 
During initialization in SETUP the initial value, u^, and the 
tolerance value are read from the component data card. The INTER adjust­
ment policy applies to the input, du. 
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SAMPLE PROBLEMS 
This section consists of several problems designed to illustrate the 
usp of various components and features of the DIAN program. Tho first 
problem in t.hn simulation of an extractor state used in liquid-liquid 
extraction. This involves the empirical function generator and the trans­
port delay generator. The remaining problems all deal with the variable 
volume operation of a stirred tank reactor and are based on thie work of 
Lund and Seagrave (37). These problems illustrate the use of the boundary 
value feature, the FORTRAN module, the reset option, and the switching 
components. 
Simulation of a Mixer-Settler Extraction Stage 
In the mixer-settler extractor stage shown in Figure 14, two entering, 
immiscible liquid streams are initially mixed and then allowed to flow co-
currently to a settling chamber where the two phases separate and are drawn 
off. In the process a solute crosses the interface from one phase to 
another, as for example, uranium might be preferentially extracted from an 
impure acid solution of dissolved uranium ore by an immiscible organic 
solvent. 
A sliûple model of the mixer-settler is used, assuming ideal stage 
bel.avior, complete immiscibility of the two phases, constant, flow rates, and 
net]Juiihle voiume charmer. Perfect mixing is assumed in the mixer and in 
Llie heavy phase ar. i t  passes through the settler. Plu(j flow Is assumed 
for the light phase in tho settler. Thus, this portion of the unit may 
represented by a pure time delay. Material balances lead to the equations 
shown in Figure 14. 
Figure 14. Diagram and equations for mixer-settler extraction stage 
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The flowsheet for the system is shown in Figure 15 and the input data 
in Figure 16. The data for the empirical function generator is placed 
immediately behind the component card. 
A multistage extractor may be simulated by combining any number of 
single stages. For the ith stage, the output concentrations would be 
and as shown in Figure 14. The input concentrations and would 
be replaced by X^_^ and Y.^^ respectively. 
This problem illustrates the usefulness of a digital simulation pro­
gram such as DIAN. An extractor with a very large number of stages, such 
as might be required for rare earth separations, require greater accuracy 
than the analog computer can normally provide. The requirement of a trans­
port delay generator for each stage makes the use of an analog computer 
problematic but in DIAN there is no restriction in the number of any type 
of component. 
Variable Volume Reactor Simulation 
Tho following probioms are concerned with the adiabatic semi-batch 
opc^raLion ol a ctirrou lank reactor with an irrovcruiblo fiisL order 
reaction. I-'iquro 17 depicts the volume policy graphically. If V is 
o 
zoLo thon only a r.ingi^ cycle need bo analyzed. If V is not zero t.hon Ihio 
o 
simula Lion must bo carried through several cycles tu obtain a steady 
behavior. 11 Is desired to compare the semi-batch operation with continuous 
adiabatic oporation. 
Tho following equations have been derived by Lund and Seagrave (37): 
Xmdt dXm 
Xmdt 
=0.0 
m,o 
Ymdt dXm dYm 
16 + 
8 points^ 
Xm vs Ym 
dYi 
Id s 10 Increments 
dYi = dYm 11-id 
Figure 15. Flowsheet for mixer-settler problem 
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REACTION: A 
RATE = -kVCA 
Q 
T 
k. 
-B 
VOLUME POLICY 
Vo 
to t* t? 
0•^  = FRACTIONAL FILLING TIME= 
Og = FRACTIONAL BATCH TIME = ( t*-1* )/ ( t*-
0-3 = FRACTIONAL emptying TIME=(tt-tf^ )/(tf-t^ ) 
Figure 17. Diagram and equations for variable volume re?ctor 
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if = ^  
-L(4r - 1) 
K* = e 
where 
t* = "tQp/Vpj = t/r 
=* = V'^ A.f 
T^- = T/T 
f 
K* = k/k^ (k^ is rate constant at feed temperature) 
= V*/Q| 
V* = V/Vp 
Q« = Q/Qg 
R= relative energy parameter = (-AH)C^ ^/c^T^) 
P = relative time parameter = k^V^/Q^ 
L = relative rate parameter = e/RT^ .  
The subscript R refers to the reference state. In particular, is the 
VO1M:I !O of Liio reactor and is the flow rate for the continuous operation 
which forms tiio basis for comparison. The (l-C*)/^* and (l-T*)/r* tenus 
apply only during the filling part of the semi-batch cycle. 
One way of comparing the perfornance is to let the sanie ainount of feed 
be processed Uurj ng a semi-batch cycle as in the same length of time in tl.e 
continuous i ear.to r. By reference to Figure 17 it can be seen that in terms 
of ttie relaLive L ïme, t^', the length of a semi-batch cycle can be repre-
senLed as Lel.ting tg be zero, it can be shown that 
I 'or the ease where (and hence V^) is zero, then t^ is one. repre­
sents the filling time, the batch time, and cr^t^ the emptying time. 
The basis of comparison is conversion attained in the semi-batch operation 
and that attained in the continuous operation. 
A more useful criterion is the residence time required for the same 
conversion. ' This approach is considered in the second problem below. In 
this case t^ is determined by trial and error using the boundary value 
foature. 
Finally the case wtiere V is not zero is considered. The first 
o 
performance criterion is used. The solution must be carried out over 
several cycles to attain a steady behavior. 
Single Cycle Problem With Conversion Criterion 
The case is taken for which: 
L = 20 
P = 0.5 
and R = 0.1. 
For parameters the conversion in a continuous stirred lank, reacl.or 
can he nliown Lo be 61.4 percent, I.e., tlie average oui.put concentration Is 
3B.f' perceril.. i t  is desired to find the average output concentration 
during the emptying cycle of the semi-batch operation. This is found by: 
t* t* 
=11 ^ C*dt*^/o-^t% = ( (C^/o-^tpdt* ^ dt^/ t* r 
(c\ + o%)t% ^ ( o;+<J'o)to 
This is accomplished by components 12, 13, 14 and 15 in the flowsheet 
shown in Figure 18. Components 9 and 19 relay the flow terms during the 
T-r il 
dt" 
U 
30^ 
H* 
- L/T^ 0(-e) iC'i. cS «I. 
. -L  
' ' 
32 , / e 1 
c"K"dt* 
IdC M y(i-r), 
dT*»dt* 
* i^«25 
l-C^Q To^'Q dt" 
LA, . i_rT 
40 \dK 
CoKo«l. 
d(C""K"') 
O.Ocriî 
i-To'O. T?»Q dt* To TT «-.025 
"0 \ STM-I 
d l-Tl d(-7r) 
dT"«dt* 
0.0 or.t^ 
T6«I.O 
<7> 
Figure 18. Flowsheet for variable volume reactor, convergence criterion 
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filling part of the cycle only. Components 30» 31» 32» 33 and 40 generate 
tho Arrhenius rate expression. 
This example illustrates the problem of the indeterminate form O/O in 
a divider. As explained in the programming methods section above, the 
difficulty does not occur in the divider itself. What is a serious problem 
ii; obtaining good estimates of the initial value of (1-C*)/T* and (l-T*)/r* 
which are required for integrators 80 and 100. By L'Hospital's Rule; 
l-C* d(l-c^)/dt* 
. T " dTS/dt-
The expression on the right hand side can be approximated by: 
(AT*)o 
where A refers to the initial difference generated by the known initial 
values and the known increment of the independent variable, At*. At the 
beginning of a problem At* is one one-hundredth of the value specified on 
the IVG card. 
By reference to Figure 18 we see that 
(A(l-Cf ))^ = -((l-Cf)/T*)^At* + P(C*K*)^At* 
= (-((1-C*)/T*)^ + 0.5) At* 
and AT^ = At* .  
Therefore 
((l-C*) /T*)o  =  -((1-C*) /T*)G, + 0.5 
from which it readily follows that 
((1-C*)/T*)^ 6 0.25 .  
Similarly, 
(A(1-T*))Q = (-((1-T*)/T*)^ - RP(C*K*)^)At* 
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and 
AT* = At* .  
Therefore, 
((1-T*)/T*)^ = -0.025 .  
These then are the initial values shown for integrators 80 and 100 in 
Figure 18. 
1-or this problem and cr^ are both equal to 0.25 while cr^ is equal to 
0.50. 
This exanple is also used to illustrate the reset option. It is 
desired to run the problem resetting P from 0.5 to 1.0. Because of this 
change constant multipliers 10 and 20 will have new values for their con­
stants (l.O and 0.1 respectively). The above procndurn for finding the 
initial values for integrators 80 and 100 must be repeated using the new 
value of P. It is found that 
((1-C*)/T*)g^ 6 0.5 
and ((1-T*)/T*) = -0.05. 
0 
The necessary data for the initial problem and the reset run "ire 
given in Figure 19. The reset run is considered a separate problem and the 
hence the card with a two in column 5 to indicate that the data for two 
problems is to be read in. 
The option to change the IVG structure is used. As the increase in 
P represents a greater residence time the reaction is occurring faster with 
respect to the relative time, t*, and therefore it is advisable to refine 
the increment size of t*. 
Output for both problems is shown in Figures 20 and 21. At P equal to 
0.5 the conversion is 44.2 percent coiipared to 61.4 percent for continuous 
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O.àûvJCivO u: G.Ç483C76D C.1CG5169Ù Gi 
o.25;.:oooD L 1. C.9348461C G G G.10065150 ol G. G 
C.BCCCCCGD C G G.9G79216D C :• G.iCG92G8C 01 ^ . L 
: .35CC :GOO G: C.88C3568D c G G.1C119640 G1 .  V 
C.4GCCCCÙD OG • 0.85215o4D G G 0.10147640 Cl C .  G 
C.45C:LC:D Gv. C.82333G90 L- L. J .1G176670 ..1 j .  <-
C.5CC3CL:D U V- û.79389710 L M V.1Q2C61GD '.1 G. •-
G.55CC":CCÛ G G 0.7638795D ^ X- 0.1023612L G1 
G.ôcGGCCGD W U G.733311S0 VU 0.10266690 .-1 V . L 
C.65CCCCG0 Gv 0^70223640 G V 0.10297760 Gi G.G 
G.700GCGGO CG G.67C7G67J CG G.10329290 Gi .  'V 
0.7500C0GD G 0.6337953D Ce 0.1C3612GD G1 V .  G 
C.80CGCCCD CG G.6L65762C G G G.1039342D GI G.1244771C 
G.85GOCOOD 00 0.57414550 G j  C.1C42585D Cl G.242487CC 
C.9CCGLCU3 c, 0.54161170 0.10458390 Cl 0.35399840 
C.95uOCCJD CG G.5C9C9740 Cil 0.1C49C9C0 Cl C.459CC28C 
C.lOCuOGOD G1 0.47673850 Gû 0.1C52326D Ci 0.55751790 
Figure 20. Variable volume reactor output, convergence criterion, R=0.5 
V A K I A P L c  V C L U f U  R c A C T C R ,  F  R i S E T  T C  i . ,  
TIME CCNCN 1 EKP C tAR 
v- •- . ICCCGCCD C.1 C. lov-CCCOb vl l  w. C 
c . 5 ; c c : c : D-- : i  , .97458110 V.1CC25420 C1 c.  c 
'•W# 1 u ^ v,  C.94d3:bbO C. l .C516jU V i  
r . l i iccGOCO C 0 C .9%1166bD v u C.1CC7S830 CI 
 ^ *«. 'v >•> u' 89314600 - ^ C.lClu6850 CI v.C 
v v,  V.86424530 C l  v. lv l j575u CI j . u  
c.3o.: j :ùD : .8u65:C9D u 0  : .1C1935C0 C 1  • <•-
c.35:ccc:o c:  C.74638CGC C.1G25362D . : i  
: .4: : :cccD v o  C.62415840 "u u  C.10315840 01 '' # 
. .45 CO J.62:28280 0.1:379720 Cl 
v # z'  v  l  -  v  c c C. 5554 :495 v.1.4446C0 -.1 
C.49:J4C17D cc C.1:5L96:0 Cl  
W • 6) V W V 'w w ij C.42636550 Ù.1C57363D c l  
o l  C.36455C60 C w C.1C635450 Cl  o.c 
L.7vcjc: jû CÙ 0.20626810 '«/ u 0.1:693730 Cl w # L 
C. 7t iC:CCCD CÛ 0.25273440 '  l" 0.1074727 0 Cl  u *c  
:.8J::GCLû cw G.20491330 cc 0.1G795C9D Cl  C.4556781C--Cl 
C.65rCC:CD u c  3.1633879C jo  0.10836610 Cl  : .822:7440-•1-1 
: .9GLCc.:co Co C.12830710 o u C.1C871Ô90 Cl  : .11120040 o v 
c.gSwOuOOD 00 0.99417150- CI C.1C9CC58Û Cl C.13381590 CL 
C.lOCCOCCû CI 0.7615975C-•CI 0.1:923840 Cl 0.151239CC cc 
Figure 21. Variable volume reactor output, convergence criterion, P=1.0 
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operation, while at P equal to 1.0 conversion Is 84.85 peicont comparod to 
82.0 pprcont for continuous operation. 
Single Cycle Problem With Residence Time Criterion 
This is the same problem as the one just discussed except that it is 
now desired to find the value of t^ that will result in a conversion of 
82.0 percent, i .e., a value of 0.18 for C^ at the end of the cycle. L and 
R are unchanged. P is 1.0. The conversion of 82.0 percent refers, of 
course, to the conversion that is attained by continuous operation. 
The first estimate of t^ is one. Hence the constants and initial 
values are the same as for the reset run of the previous problem. The 
flowsheet is the same except for the inclusion of a FORTRAN modulo whoso 
use is explained below. 
The second estimate of.t^ is taken as 0.5. The change in t^ requires 
some reinitializations. The second double precision number of relays 9, 
14 and 19 require linear reinitialization, and these numbers are in CCDE 
locations 2, 12 and 16. In addition the constant of constant multiplier 13 
requires an inverse reinitialization which may be accomplished by inserting 
the following statement in subroutine INIT: 
CODE (9 )=CCDF: ( 9 )* PRVAL/VALUE 
The dcr.ired boundary value is a conversion of 82.0 percent, i .e., a 
value of 0.18 for C^ in integrator 15 at the end of the cycle. In this 
case the "control variable" is not a variable at all, but the parameter, 
t*. 
A FORTRAN module is required because the range of integration depends 
on the value of t*. The FORTRAN module is used to compare the relative 
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time, t*, with t*. When t* becomes equal to or greater than t^ the 
problem should be stopped. DZ(2) holds the increment. At*. The statement 
RETURN 2 
causes the problem to be treated as a steady state problem in that when 
control returns to the main program a test is made to see if the boundary 
value feature has been specified. This is exactly what needs to be done in 
this problem and therefore the statement is used. As dt* is the control 
variable for relay 9, Y(10) holds the integrated value of t*. The current 
value of t^ can be obtained by dividing cr^t* (which is in Y2(l0)) by cr^ 
which is equal to 0.25. The FORTRAN statements to be inserted in sub­
routine M CD are: 
4 TAU = Y2(l0)/0.25 
5 IF (Y(IO)-TAU) 10,6,6 
7 WRITE (3,7006) Y(10) 
7006 FORMAT(«0 END OF CYCLE, TIME =',D15.7) 
RETURN 2 
10 RETURN 
The input data deck required for the problem is shown in Figure 22 and 
the output in Figure 23» An integration range of zero to 1.5 is specified 
to cover all possible values of t^ determined in the boundary value section 
of the program. The desired value of t^ is found to be 0.54. This means 
that only 95.4 percent as much residence time is required to achieve the 
same conversion as for the continuous reactor with the same parameters. 
Multi-cycle Problem With Conversion Criterion 
In this problem it is desired to examine the case of semi-batch 
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Figure 22. Input data for 
VAKIAuLL VCLUMII RLACTCk PKLbLcM, RcSILENCt TIME CKlTtrtlGK, P=^1.0 
ti 'JL) UH CVCLc, TINt = :.10c:bCC0 :i 
ATTtMPTtD I V = C.luCCCvCD CI tl V = 0.15135:70 CL NEk I V = C-
END CF CYCLE, TIME = 0.5C050CCD jC 
ATTEHPTkU I V = C.5J.CCCCÛ vO B V = 0.55eSSb9C L: NEk I V = u.964901)00 CO 
END CF CYCLE.J TIKE = 0.965:jC00 JO 
ATTtKPTtD I V = L.96490560 CO B V = 0.17o3C32D ^3 NEW I V = J.9533C75D CC 
END LF CYCLE» TIME = C.9535CCCD CÔ 
TIKE 
c. ,0 
Û. ,5CCJOOOO--CI 
0. lOGJOOCD CC 
C/« 15COOCCÙ CO 
0. 200jOOuD CO 
c. 25cC:CC0 CC 
c. .-tCOOOCOD 00 
\J m 35CvOCOD CC 
c. 4CÛ00CCD oc 
0. 450000-CD CO 
0. t)CCOCOOD Co 
u # >5LOCOvO KtC 
V • 6t.O JuOOO 00 
c. 6Î;(,0CCCÛ 
w # 7(;C0000C 00 
L. 75C0CCC0 CO 
0 « 8CCOOOOO CC 
c. dUCOOOOO Ou 
V # 9CC0CCL0 0 -J 
c. 950JCCC0 CO 
0. 95350000 0 \j 
CONCN 
C.IOCOOCCD 01 
C.97458110 CC 
G.9483085D 00 
C.92116650 CC 
C.893146C0 CC 
0.85788110 CC 
L.79985110 CO 
Û.73946710 CL 
C.677C226C CC 
C.6129859D C'J 
0.54803430 00 
0.48307C80 CO 
V.41921J4D 00 
C.35772130 vu 
C.29991220 iC 
C.24697980 :j 
C.1S985C3U vC 
C.15905b2û to 
C.1247C32D Co 
J.9t49CfelD-Cl 
C.947319.0-^1 
TEMP 
C.130C0CÙ0 01 
C,:CC25420 vl 
0.10C5169J 01 
0.10078 830 01 
0.1:106650 01 
C.ivl42I2D 01 
0.1.2CL150 :1 
C.1C26053D 01 
•J. 1032292C 01 
C. lC387CiO CI 
0.10451970 01 
0. 10516930 CI 
J.1.580790 CI 
0.106422 50 01 
0.iC70CC90 01 
0.1075302C ;i 
0.103CC15D L,1 
0.iC'34094J 01 
O.i.,875300 .1 
0.1C9Lj5iO 01 
V.iU9^5270 ul 
C BAM 
c • 0 
o.c 
o.c 
u .0 
0 . 0  
o .0 
. .0 
0. c 
0 .0 
o.c 
o.c 
c.c 
C . 0 
0 .0 
0 .0  
0..^886299L)-C1 
0.35528220-,1 
122^7840 CO 
0.15256130 00 
0.1756C19C 00 
0.177:L230 CO 
-o 
ui 
Figure 23. Output for variable volume reactor, residence time criterion 
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opoiti 1.ion bohworni a nofi-Z(^ro voiuirm, V ,  and a uiaxlinuni volumf whlc.li is Ltio 
0 
roactor volume, V^. The simplest way to code the problem in terms of 
component structure is to let the initial volume be V^. If the initial 
concentration is taken as zero this corresponds physically to the reactor 
being filled to volume with the non-reactive carrier (solvent). The 
concentration at the end of the first cycle will be something other than 
zero and therefore the second cycle will have a different concentration 
history than the first. Several cycles must be simulated to obtain a 
steady behavior. If the operating conditions are such that the conversion 
is nearly complete by the end of the first cycle thon steady behavior ic 
attained in four to eight cycles if the initial concentration is zero. 
If the conditions are such that the amount of conversion in a semi-
batch cycle is small, thien it is desirable to assume an initial value for 
concentration of C^^Q .  This corresponds physically to filling the reactor 
to volume with feed solution with no reaction taking place in the mean­
time. Of course any initial concentration between zero and ^ may be 
estimated for intermediate cases. Alternatively, the problem could be set 
up to include the initial filling to volume V^, but the additional 
components required are generally not worth the added corrplexity unless 
difficulty is experienced in attaining steady behavior. 
As the ( and (1-T*)/T* terms apply only during the filling 
part of each cycle, the relays which pass on these terms must have a 
periodic control variable. These are shown in Figure 24 as a and p 
respectively and are generated using the sine generator, r* is also a 
periodic function. During the filling part of a cycle T* increases from an 
initial value of to a maximum value of and dr* equals dt*. T* is 
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^ = SIN[27r(^+-|)] 
5 
Ztr/A 
dt 
m.3 
\ 
1 r\j 
dp 
dT*=dt 
T* dT 
da 
Figure 24. Control signals for multi-cycle variable volume reactor 
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not required until the beginning of the next filling cycle at which time it 
should once again have the value cr^V*. It may, therefore, be defined in 
any way so as to obtain the correct behavior during the filling part of the 
cycle. The definition of 7^ given in Figure 24 is sufficient. The DIAN 
generation of d7^ requires a relay controlled by the a function. 
The flowsheet required is given in Figure 25. Components 30, 31» 
32, 33 and 40 generate dK* from dT* exactly as in Figure 18 and are not 
shown in detail here. Except for the periodic Control signals, the rest 
of the flowsheet is very similar for those for the two preceeding problems. 
The initial value of V* is taken to be 0.2. Tliorefoio the length of 
the cycle is 0.80 in terms of t*. The values of L, R, and P are 20.0, 
0.1, and 1.0 respectively. The initial value of C* is zero and the initial 
value of T* is one. 
A FORTRAN module is also required for this problem. During the 
emptying part of the cycle, dC* is integrated in integrator 15. Once the 
errptying cycle is over the initial value of the integrator should be reset 
to zero and this can be accomplished by the use of a FORTRAN module. At* 
(contained in DZ(2)) is summed and compared to 0.80. When t* exceeds this 
value the initial value of integrator 15 (Y(l6)) is reset to zero and the 
summing of At* started over. Allowance is made for round-off error by 
actually making the comparisons to 0.81. 
The solution was carried through five cycles. The percent conversion 
at the end of the successive cycles was 75.8, 87.0, 89.6, 90.5 and 90.7. 
tr/A 
[Components [ 
130,31,32,33,40 r 
dT dK da 
dC 
d/9 
FORTRAN 
module 
OX) or.v 
0.00.0 
-T* 
100 
dr 
l-C' 
da 
TK 
00 0.0 0.0 ao 
dT*i 12 i  21+; dC 
da tda 
RP 
Figure 25. Flowsheet for multi-cycle variable volume reactor 
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Figure 26. Input data for multi-cycle variable volume reactor 
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CCNCLUSIONS 
The DIAN program has been used successfully to simulate a number of 
systems which can be modelled by a set of ordinary differential and 
algebraic equations. The project is a continuation of the work of Farris 
and Burkhart (l, 2, 3). They developed a program written in a symbolic 
language for the IBM 7074 computer. This program was rewritten in FORTRAN 
to tiBke it useable on most computers. The integration scheme of the 
original program was retained because it was still considered the best 
compromise between accuracy and computational time required. The logic 
of the program was reworked and the input data format was standardized for 
all components. This provided greater ease of programming and also made 
the execution of the program more efficient. The boundary value section 
was completely rewritten to make it  compatible with the use of a steady 
state module. Also added was the ability to change parameters of a 
problem. 
In addition to the change in logic, five nen components were added. 
The exponentiator, logarithm generator, and power generator were added 
to allow more accurate generation of these functions than could be 
obtained otherwise. The relay and the FORTRAN module were added to extend 
the class of problems that may be solved using DIAN. The function 
multiplier and function divider were inproved by using the integration 
routine to generate the variables involved and using ordinary differentia­
tion formulas rather than their finite difference analogies for generating 
the differnetials. Finally, a procedure for handling indeterminate initial 
values Were developed. 
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The ability of the program to handle a large problem has been demon­
strated by the simulation of a multi-stage extracoor with a controller (38). 
This problem required about 400 DIAN components including 40 function 
multipliers and 40 function dividers. Several transients caused by upsets 
in feed rate of reflux ratio were simulated. In all cases the steady state 
concentrations attained were within one percent of those determined by 
regression analysis of the steady state equations. 
The program has been written with the large, high speed, general pur­
pose computer in mind. In particular, the integration technique requires 
considerable array space due to the fact that two previous inputs are 
required, but it is much faster in terms of computing time than the itera­
tive techniques, such as the Runge-Kutta method, that do not require pre­
vious inputs. In general, the program requires a large storage (lOOK bytes 
on the IBM 36o/65 for the listing given in Appendix B) but is fast in terras 
of computing time. 
The integration scheme also has a profound effect on the type of prob­
lem that is amenable to solution using the DIAN program. The generalized 
integration scheme gives the programmer flexibility in solving differential 
equations with nonlinear terms. This has been illustrated in the adiabatic 
reactor problems in which the Arrhenius rate expression was used. On the 
other hand, if a large part of a process can be described with algebraic 
equations, these equations must be converted into differential relation­
ships. This can be cumbersome, and it may be better to use a program such 
as MIDAS (18), an analog simulator in which the signals between conponents 
are the actual variables and not their differentials. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
Two recommendations are put forth below. The first concerns itself 
with programming language problems, and the second with the necessity of 
a sort of evolution in a program such as DIAN. 
A fundamental weakness of the FORTRAN language is its rigidity in 
space allocation. TH s creates a problem in using DIAN that may be 
illustrated with the following hypothetical case. Two programmers, A and B, 
am using DIAN at the same computing facility. A requires 50 components for 
his problem while B requires 400 for his. A may do one of two tlriings. He 
may use the same object program as B but waste space due to the fact that 
space allocation has been made for 400 components. Alternatively, he may 
obtain the source program, change the specification statements, and the 
compile the source program to obtain his own object program. The PL/1 
program, which is becoming widely used, allows dynamic space allocation. 
It is recommended that the DIAN program be written in PL/1 with array space 
being allocated at the time that the input data is being read in. 
A program such as DIAN must undergo a constant evolution to bo widely 
useful. Almost any significant problem suggests modifications and refine­
ments for the program. It is therefore desirable that as many people as 
possible be familiar with the program and use it.  Out of such useage comes 
the suggestions that must ultimately be incorporated into the program if it 
is to reach the stage where it may be used by the casual programmer for a 
wide variety of problems without encountering difficulties. Projects at the 
senior or master' s degree level could be used to apply the program to 
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various problems and make the sort of modifications and refinements 
referred to above. 
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APPENDIX A 
Following ic a l ist  of the arrays used in the DIAN program. Tho 
cri teria for tho size of each array is  given. This allows t)% programmer 
to al ter  the size of the arrays in the DIMENSION and DOUBLE PRECISION 
statements to use the computer space more economically for the particular 
problems being solved. 
Array Name 
ICODE(i) 
CODE(i) 
Y(i) ,  Y2(i) ,  RR(i) ,  
HRR(i),  RADl(i) ,  
hAD2(i) ,  DZ(i)  
SS(i) ,  SSS(i) ,  
SADl(i) ,  SAD2(i)  
D(i)  
NPl(i)  
TDF(i, j) ,  NTNC(i) 
syfr(i) ,  isrr(i) ,  
SAVE(i,4),  H0LD(i,4) 
Minimum 
Required Size 
i  = six t imes total  number 
of components 
i  = two t imes total  number 
of components 
i  must be one greater than 
largest  component identification 
number 
i  = total  number of function 
multipliers plus function 
dividers 
1 = 
1 = 
1 = 
Size Assigned 
in Listings 
in Append ix B 
i  = 2400 
i  = 800 
1 = 
twice total  number of 
empirical  data points 
total  number of 
empirical  function 
generators 
total  number of transport  
delay generators;  j  = largost  
number of increments delay 
for any transport  delay 
generator 
total  number of relays,  
absolute value generators 
plus transport  delay 
generators 
i  = 401 
i  = 100 
i  = 300 
i  = 5 
1 = 5 
200 
i  = 15 
90 
Array Name 
Minimum 
Required Size 
Size Assigned 
in Listings 
in Appendix B 
0N(3,i) ,  N(2,i)  
laJT(i) 
i  = total  number of IVG's 
i  = total  number of outputs 
specified 
i  = 20 
i  = 20 
OUT(i, j )  i  = total  number of outputs 
specified; j  = total  
number of output points 
i  = 6 
j  = 200 
Some comments on the OUT array are necessary.  Output is  stored in 
this array unti l  the problem is  terminated.  This convenient in the boundary 
value problem because one would seldom print  out the results for inter­
mediate t r ials.  I t  is  also convenient if  the programmer wishes to use the 
results in a plott ing routine.  The OUT array is  in the form OUT(l,J) .  
The value of I  refers to the particular output variable.  I  equal to one 
indicates the independent variable.  I  equal to two indicates the f irst  
specified output variable,  I  equal to three the second specified output 
variable,  etc.  The value of J  refers to the output point,  with J  equal to 
one indicating the output of init ial  values,  J  equal to two indicating the 
f irst  specified output ( i .e. ,  that  occurring after the number of increments 
specified on the IVG card have been processed),  etc.  
If  a large number of variable have been specified for output,  the OUT 
array will  bo very large and the possibil i ty of storing the array on tape 
or disk might be considered. This would require that  the statements which 
define and print  out OUT values would need to be modified.  OUT is  defined 
in the main program by statements 90 to 93 and is  printed out in the main 
program by statements 255 and 256 (see Appendix B).  
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APPENDIX 13 
The program l ist ing given below has array sizes as given in Appendix A. 
The comments in Appendix A referring to the OUT array refer to the l ist ing 
here.  If  the programmer wishes to use a plott ing routine i t  is  recommended 
that  he call  i t  with a statement inserted immediately following statement 
256. If  no tabular print  out is  desired the call ing statement may 
actually replace statements 255 and 256. If  desired the subroutine for 
plott ing could be added to the DIAN source program before compiling and 
n r a d o  a permanent part  of the object  program. 
The l ist ing includes the FORTl-iAN module required in subroutine MOD lor 
Uin variable volume reactor problem in which a residence Lime is  found by 
t r ial  and error.  Also included is  the statement in subroutine INIT 
required to effect  the nonlinear reinit ial ization for the same problem. 
Comment cards in subroutines MOD and INIT indicate where the FORTRAN state­
ments should be inserted.  The two subroutines are the last  two in the 
l ist ing.  
PLRDAN MAIN PRUGRAt' 
DIMENSION HtADdS) 
01MEKSICN iW2 ,2(1 ) ,  I  ClDc ( 24„ :  ),  ICUT ( 2 :  ),  I  SWT ( l i5 )  ,KP 1( 5 )  , /JI  NC { 5) 
DOUiJL? PRcCISICk PRVAL,VALUi 
C /JU b t ,  c  PRECIS IG,< C N (  3 ,  2 C) f 5 A V c  (  1Î3,  4} ,HG LD ( Î  3 ,  4 ) ,  TD F ( 5  ,  2 C :  ) ,  
%Y(4C1),Y2(4:1) ,KR(4M ) , f-r .  (^v :  1 ) ,LZ(4.l) ,SS(l .v),S5S(lCL),  
3CûCt( ê: :) ,Û( 3u:) ,ShT( 15) TKAUKHOD ,RAD2(4Li),3ACi (i^O) ,SAD2 ( i :u) 
4ADJl,ADJ2,ADJ3,ADJ4,A,b,C 
DOUBLE Pf<iCISICN CUT ( ù ,2 : v) ,XNKl,X,XX,XIN,XFIN,RAT 
CCMMLN ON, S AVE, HOLD,TOP, CODE ,D ,  Y ,  Y2 ,RF< , '^RR, £S ,  SSS,DZ ,  
2RA01,RMD2,SADi,SAD2 , .SwT,ADJi ,ADJ2 ,ALJ3, ADJ4, A, B, C, PRVAL,VALUE,X, 
3XF I.vi ,  4,  ICOOE,I SkT,hP 1,1 CUT ,  NI NC ,NTUT ,  KI Vb ,  Ml ,  M2,X4 , /^,JC,I2,JNkW 
4NSAV,NFUN,K2,KNEW,ISTY,IPC,IADJ,M9,NTD,M8,II,JOU,JOUT,ICT 
1 READ (1,9:4) NPRC3 
2 DO 281 Il=l, iVjPR03 
DO lu 1=1,401 
5 Yi I  )=0. 00 0 
Y2(I)=C.0DÙ 
RR(i)=C,:DC 
RRRCI ) = c . c d c  
RADi{1)=:. ;DO 
RAD2(I)=C.CDC 
10 CZ(I)=O.ÛDO 
11 DC 15 I=1,1CO 
12 SS( I)=C.CDC 
SSS(I)=Ô.GDû 
SADK I )=a.ODC 
15 SAD2( I  )=]. :DC 
16 DC 18 1=1,15 
ISWK I)  = C 
s w t (I ) = o . : d :  
17 DO 18 J=l,4 
HOLD( I ,J  )=. .0D0 
18 SAVE( I ,J)=C,CDC 
DO 19 1=1,5 
NP1(I)=C 
19 NINC(I)=C 
M4--1 
KNFk=: 
Jû= -
ISTY=) 
CALL ScTOP 
22 IF 299,25,5: 
25 READ (1,531) (HcAD(L3),L3=l,ie)  
5C DO 28L 112=1, M VG 
JC = -
U-II2 
7u XIN=CN(1,I2) 
71 XFIN=CI\(2,I2} 
7 2 XNM1=GN(3,I2) 
73 JCUT = i \(2,  12 ) 
oz( 2)=x.\Mi/io ' j .  
IF (12-1) 299,75,51 
51 122=12-1 
RAT = XNM1/0N(3,I  22) 
K = 1  
DC 53 M=1,NTGT 
NOCO = IC0DE(K)+1 
OZ(NCCG) = RAT*DZ(NCCO )/  ICO -C DC 
53 K=K+6 
56 IF (NTD) 299,105,57 
57 IRAT=RAT 
58 00 65 1=1,NTD 
59 NINC(I)=NINC(I)/IRAT 
ISkT(I)=: 
JJJ=3 
INDX = MNCd) 
62 DO 65 JJ=1,INDX 
TDF( I ,JJ+2)=RAT3TDF( I ,JJJ) 
65 JJJ=JJJ+IRAT 
GÙ TO 105 
75 K=1 
DC 64 NK=l,NTuT 
S 
77 NNN=IABS(ICODE(K+i)J 
78 IF (NNN-1) 84,79,84 
79 NOCO=ICODE(K) +1 
NOPR= ICQDE(K+2)+l 
SCCDE=ICGDE(K+1) 
DZ(NOCO)=Y(NOCC)*DZ{NOPR)*SCCD 
84 K=K+6 
X=XIN 
KOUT=C 
90 K0UT=K0UT+1 
0UT{1,K0UT)=X 
91 CO 93 NI=2,K2 
92 NCCC=I0UT(NI-1)+1 
93 OUT(NI,KOUT)=Y(NCCO} 
96 IF (KOUT-1) 299,105,97 
97 IF (JO) 200,215,24C 
105 A=1.0DO 
8=0.ODO 
C=C.ODO 
CALL CALC (£270) 
A=1.50D0 
B=-C. 50D0 
C=C.GDO 
CALL CALC (£270) 
K=1 
DO 120 IK=1,NT0T 
N0CC=IC0DE(K)+1 
RAD1(N0C0)=RR(N0C0) 
120 K=K+6 
IF (NFUN) 123,123,121 
121 DO 122 IKK=1,NFUN 
122 SAD1(IKK)=SS(IKK) 
123 IF (NSAV) 127,127,124 
124 DO 126 IKK=1,NSAV 
H0LD(IKK,3)=H0LD(IKK,1) 
126 SAVE(IKK,3)=SAVE(IKK,1) 
127 A=23.0D0/12.0D0 
B=-4.C0C/2.:3C 
0=5.003/12.CDO 
13C DO 132 1=3,1: 
CALL CALC (&27C) 
132 CCNTIhUE 
K=i 
135 CO i4C IK=i,NTOT 
NCCC=IC0DE(K)+1 
RAD2{N0CC))=RR(NCC0) 
140 K=K+6 
IF (.\FUN) 138,138,136 
136 DO 137 1KK=1,NFUN 
137 SAC2(IKK)=SS(IKK) 
138 IF (NSAV) 142,142,141 
141 DO 139 IKK=1,NSAV 
HCLD(IKK,4)=HCLD{IKK,1) 
139 SAVE{IKK,4)=SAVE(IKK,1) 
142 DC 150 1=11, 2C 
CALL CALC (&27C) 
150 CONTINUE 
K=1 
152 DO 16C IK=1,NT0T 
N(jCO=ICaûE(K)+l 
RR{NQC0)=1C.GD0*RAD2(NCCC) 
0Z(N0C0)=1C. CDO*DZ(NOCD) 
RRR(N0C0)=1C.0D0*RAD1(NGC0) 
160 K=K+6 
161 IF (NFUN) 166,166,162 
162 DO 165 IKK=1,NFUN 
SS(IKK)=1C.CDC*SAD2(IKK) 
165 SSS(IKK)=10,OOC*SAD1(IKK) 
166 IF (NSAV) 171,171,167 
167 DO 170 IKK=i,NSAV 
HOLD(IKK,1)=1C.CDC*HCLD(IKK,4) 
HCLD(IKK,2)=10.0DC*HCLD(IKK,3) 
SAVE( IKK, 1) = 1G.0D0*SAVE(IKK,4) 
170 SAV£( IKK,2)-=iG.0D0*SAVE( IKK,3) 
171 UZ(2)=iC.COL ^DZ(2) 
17k DL 175 1=21,2% 
CALL CALC (&27:) 
175 CONTINUE 
K = i  
182 LQ laS IK=i,MCT 
NûCa=ICûD£(K)+l 
RAD2(N0CC)=RR(K0CC) 
185 K=K+6 
186 IF (NFUN) 189,189,187 
187 DO 188 IKK=1,KFUN 
188 SA02( IKK)=SS(IKK) 
189 IF (NSAV) 193,193,19C 
19C DC 192 IKK=i,NSAV 
HGLD( IKK,4) = HDLD( IKK,1) 
192 SAVE<IKK,4)=SAVfc(IKK,l) 
193 J0U=1 
X=XIN+XÎMM1 
194 IF nABS(JGU-JCUT}) 299,196,2:: 
196 J0u=0 
J0=-1 
GC TC 90 
2CC DC 205 1=29,38 
CALL CALC (G27G) 
205 CONTINUE 
2C6 X=X+XNM1 
DZ(2)=XNM1 
JCU=JQU+1 
210 IF (IABS<JOU-JCUT)) 299,211,215 
211 JOU=C 
JO=C 
GO TO 90 
215 K=1 
217 DC 222 IK=1,NT0T 
NGCQ=ICOOÊ(K)+i 
R R (  NO CO ) = 10 .  C D C *R AD 2 ( NOC 0 ) 
CZ(N0CG)=10.:DC*DZ<NCCG) 
KRR (IMÙCJ )= IC :  .  luOvPAC 1( NUCO) 
222 K=K+6 
IF (NFUiO Z9S,226,222 
223 DC 225 IKK=1,NFUN 
SS(IKK)=1L.:uL-SAD2(IKK) 
225 SSS(IKK) = i  3A01( IKK) 
226 IF (NSAV) 299,23L,227 
227 OG 226 IKK=1,NSAV 
h;jLD( IKK,l)=iC .CLO*SAVE( IKK,4) 
HOLD(IKX,2)=10O.COC*SAV E(IKK,3) 
SAVE ( IKK, 1) = 1C. CDC* SAVE (IKK,4) 
22b SAVE*IKK,2)=1TC.:DC»SAVE(IKK,3) 
22C CALL CALC(&27C) 
252 X=X+XM.V1 
233 JCU=J0U+1 
234 IF (IA6S(JCU-JCUT)} 299,235,240 
235 JuU=0 
JC = 1 
GO TO 93 
240 XX=X+DZ(2)/IÛ.:D: 
IF (XX-XFIN) 23v,23j,242 
242 IF (NIVG-I2) 299,244,280 
244 IF (Ml-1) 299,251,245 
245 CALL INTER 
246 IF (M4) 299,247,251 
247 JNEW=C 
KNEW=1 
CALL SETUP 
GO TO 5G 
251 IF (M9) 255,255,252 
252 WRITE (3,930) (HEAD(L3),L3=1,13) 
255 DC 256 I=1,K0UT 
256 WRITE (3,9CC) (OUT( J , I  ) ,  J=1 ,K2) 
280 CONTINUE 
27C CONTINUE 
281 CONTINUE 
299 STOP 
90ù F0Ki«iAT(6C2:.7) 
904 F0RN.AT(I5) 
93C FGRMAT(///T8,3A4,T2 8,3A4,T43,2A4,T68,3A4,Ta&,3A4,Tl/8,3A4) 
931 FORMAT{ioA4) 
END 
SUBRGUTIHE StîTUP 
DIMENSIGN TITLEt2L) 
DIMENSION N(2,2C),ICODE(2400)tlOUT(2C),ISKT(15),NP1(5)fNIrtC(3) 
DOUBLE PRECISION PR VAL, VALUE 
DOUBLE PRECISION QN ( 3, 20 ) , S AV £( 15,  4 ), HOL 0(15, 4) ,  TCF< 5» 2CC) ,  
2Y( 4Cl),Y2(4vl) ,RP(4C1) ,  RRR (  401 ) ,  tiZ (401 ) , SS(1 OC ),SSS(10G ) ,  
3 C Q 0 E ( & :- ~. ) , Û ( 3 0, S W T( 15 ), R A 01 ( 4 C1 ) , ft A D 2 ( 4 V1) , S A G1 ( 1C 0 ) , S A 0 2 ( 10 o ) 
4ADJ1,ADJ2,ADJ3,A0J4,A,B,C 
DOUBLE PRECISION XFIN,X 
DOUBLE PRECISION RST1,RST2 
CCMKûh ON,SAVE,HOLD,TOF, CODE,D,Y,Y2,RR,RPR,SS,SSS,DZ, 
2RAC1,kA02,SAD1,SAD2,SWT,ADJ1,ADJ2,ADJ3,ADJ4,A,3,C,PRVAL,VALUE,X, 
3XFIN,N,IC0DE,ISWT,NPl,ICUT,NINC,NT0T,NIVG,Ml,M2,M4,M6,JC,I2,JNEW 
4NSAV,NFUN,K2,KNEW,ISTY,IBC,IA0J,K9,NTD,MÔ,Il,JOU,JOUI,ICT 
1 IF (KNEW) 3,2,IG 
3 READ (1,905) (TITLE(L1),L1=1,20) 
WRITE (3,9:7) (TITLE(Ll),L1=1,2C) 
4 READ (l,9Co) NTCT,NIVG,NQUT,Ml,M9,M8,Mi2 
K2=NuUT+l 
IF (Ma-1) 178,7, ICC 
ICO JNEW = 0 
KNEW = -1 
102 READ (1,904) NRST 
1C3 DO 12C I = 1,NRST 
1C4 READ (1,909) JC0MP,RST1,RST2 
KK1 = 1 
KK2=1 
106 DO 118 NI=1,NT0T 
107 N0CC=ICCDE(KK1) 
1C8 IF (NOCO-JCOMP) 117,110,117 
lie C0CE(KK2)=RST1 
CCDE(KK2+i)=RST2 
6C TO 120 
1 1 7  K K l = K K l + 6  
l ia KK2=KK2+2 
120 CONTINUE 
122 IF (M2) lo,lC,123 
123 READ (1,9J3) {N(i,K),(GN(KS,K),Kû=l ,3) ,N(2,K),K=1,NIVG) 
GC TCi 10 
7 JNEk=l 
8 REAC (1,912) (IOUT(J1),J1=1,NJUT) 
IC ISUB-C 
KC = 1 
KK1 = 1 
KK2=1 
MSAV=a 
NFUN=Û 
NTD=C 
11 DO 75 NI=1,NT0T 
KK3=KKl+5 
KK4=KK2+1 
IF (JNEW) 14,14,12 
12 REAL (1,901) (IC0DE(K),K=KK1,KK3),(C0DE(KK),KK=KK2,KK4) 
14 NGCù=ICQDE(KKl)+l 
Y(NQCG)=CGDE(KK2) 
Y2(K0C0)=CGDE(KK2+1) 
16 NNN=IA8S(IC00E(KK1+1)) 
IF (NNN-6) 74,73,18 
18 IF CNNN-8) 73,20,25 
2C IF (IC0Dt(KKl+5)) 178,21,23 
21 Y2(N0CD)=1.0DC 
GO TO 74 
23 ACCDE = IC0Dc(KKl+5) 
Y2(KCC0) = l.C/ALCG(ACCDE) 
GO TO 74 
25 NN'N=NNN-8 
26 GO TO (27,30,71,50,40,74,74,74),NNN 
27 IF (IC0Dt(KKl+5)) 178,28,29 
28 Y2(NuCC)=l.C00 
GO TO 74 
29 ÂCCCE=IC0DE(KKl+5) 
Y2(M0CQ)=ALCG(ACCJE) 
GC TC 74 
3C NCGuE=ICC0E(KKl+3) 
K1=K0- 1+2*IMCGDE 
lSU6=iSU3+l 
NPl{ISUB)=KC+2*(ICCDE(KKl+5)-l) 
21 IF (JNEW) 34,34,32 
32 READ (1,915) (DCK5),K5=K0,K1) 
24 IEF=NP1(I SUB) 
Y2(.\CC0) = D(IEF+1) 
KC=K1+1 
GO TO 74 
5G NTC=NTD+1 
NSA V=iMSAV+l 
ISWT(NSAV)=0 
SkT(NSAV)=-lU.GDC 
NINC(NTD)=ICGDE(KK1+3) 
GC TC 74 
4C SWT(NSAV+1)=Y(NCCC) 
71 NSAV=NSAV+1 
GC TC 74 
73 NFUN=NFUN+i 
74 KKl=KKl+6 
75 KK2=KK2+2 
80 IF (KNEW) 148,146,160 
146 READ (1,903) (N(1,K),(ON(K8,K),K8=l,3),N<2,K),K=1,NIVG) 
148 K2=l 
M6=l 
16C RETURN 
178 STCP 
9C1 FQRMAT(6I5,2D15.7) 
903 FORMAT(15,3015.7,15) 
9C4 FORMATdS) 
905 FORMAT(2GA4) 
9:6 FCRMAT(7I5) 
S07 FùRf' .AÏ( •  1»,3X, 2CA4) 
9C9 FORMAT* 15,2015.7) 
912 FORMAT*1615) 
915 FCRHAT(4Ci5.7) 
END 
SUBROUTINE CALC (*) 
DIMeNSIGÀ N(2,2C),  ICGDE(24:U ) ,  ICUT( 2J) ,ISWT( 15),  NPK 5) , i \INC{5) 
DCU8LE PRECISION DCGS,DA6S 
CGU6LE PRECISION PRVAL,VALUE 
DGUeLc PRECISION GN(3,20) ,  SAVE(15, 4) ,  HOLD(15,4),TOF( 5,200),  
2Y(4C1),Y2(4C1),RR(4C1),RRR(401),DZ(401),SS{100),SSS(lOC), 
3CGD£(8V .0),0(3L0),SWT( 15),RAD1(4C1),RAD2(4-.1) ,SA01( ICC) ,SAL)2(100) 
4AûJl,ADJ2,ADJ3,ACJ4,A,b,C 
DOUBLE PRECISION XF1N,X 
COMMON CN,SAVEvHOLD,TDF, CODE,D,Y,Y2,RR,RRR,SS,SSS,DZ, 
2RAD1,PAl)2,SAÛ1 ,SAD2 ,SWT,AD J1,ADJ2 ,  ADJ3, ADJ4, A, B, C, PRVAL,VALUE,X, 
3XFIN,N,IC0DE, ISWT,NP1, IOUT,NI NC,NTOT,M VG ,M1 ,M2 ,M4,M6 ,  JC ,  12 ,  JNEW 
4NSAV,KFUN,K2,KNEW,ISTY,IBG,IADJ,M9,NTC,M8,I1,JQU,JÛUT,ICT 
401 K=1 
KX=1 
KC = i  
ISAV=0 
ICT = 0 
ISUB=0 
IFUN=0 
ITD=0 
JC=JC+i 
404 DC 69 i  NN~1,MT0T 
N0CG=ICCDE(K)+1 
NÛPR=IC0D5(K+2)+l 
407 NNN=IA8S(IC0DE(K+1)) 
408 GO TO (417,428,432,440,455,460,500,540,550,470,580,600,670,640, 
2655,7C:),NNN 
417 N0PR1= ICCDL(K+3)+l 
N0PR2= ICGDE(K+4)+l 
NGPR3= ICÛDE(K+5)+l 
SIKP=DZ(KCPR1)+CZ(NCPR2)+ûZ{NGPR3) 
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f <(- <-
RRR(NOCO)=%R(NÛCO) 
f^R(NCCC) = C2(N0PR) 
GC TC 69C 
46C NOPRi= IC0DE(K+3)+l 
hLPH2= IC0DE(K+4)+l 
N0PR2= ICùDE(K+5)+l 
IFUN=IFUN+1 
462 SINP=DZ(NQPR1)+DZ(NGPP2)+DZ(N0PR3) 
SC0DE=IC0DE(K+l)/6 
464 DZ(NCC0)=/2(iNCCC)*DZ (NÛPR )*SCODE+Y( NOCÛ )*SINP*SCODE 
466 Y<NCC0)=Y(NGCC)+A*DZ(NùPR)+B4RR(N0C0)+C*RRR(N0C0) 
RRR(NÛC0)=RR(NÛC0) 
RR(NCCC)=DZ(NCPR> 
468 Y2(KCCC)=Y2(NCCC)+A*SINP+B*SS(IFUN)+C*SSS(IFUN) 
SSS( IFUN) = SS( IFUN) 
SS(IFUN)=SINP 
GO TO 690 
470 ISUB=ISU5+1 
NGPP=ICûDc(K+2)+l 
NC00E=IC0DE(K+3) 
INTE=ICCDE(K+4) 
SCCDE=iCCOE(K+l}/lC 
K1=KC-1+2*NCGDE 
FPRV=Y2(i\CC0) 
475 Y(NOCO)=Y(NCCG)+A*DZ(NÛPR)+B*RR(NCCG)+C*RRR(NCCO) 
RRR(NOCO)=RR(NOCO) 
RR(NCCG)=DZ(NGPR) 
477 IEF=NP1(ISUB) 
478 IF (Y(N'JCO)-0( lEF) ) 487,479,48C 
479 Y2(NCC0)=D(IEF+1} 
GO TO 495 
480 IEF=IEF+2 
481 NP1(ISUB>-1EF 
482 IF (IEF-Kl+1) 483,483,484 
483 IF (Y(NOCO)-D(IEF)) 485,479,48C 
484 IEF=K1-1 
GO TO 479 
485 IF (IEF-Ki+1) 492,486,693 
486 INTE=0 
GC TC 492 
487 IF (IEF-KC-2) 479,488,488 
488 IF (Y(N0C0)-D(IEF-2)) 490,489,492 
489 IEF=IEF-2 
NPK ISUB)=IEF 
60 TC 479 
490 IEF=IEF-2 
NPK ISUB)=IEF 
491 IF (lEF-KG) 693,479,488 
492 Y2(N0C0)=D(IEF-l)+(Y(hGCG)-D(IEF-2))*((0(IEF+1)-0<1EF-1))/(DClEF)-
2D(IEF~2))) 
493 IF (IME) 693,495,494 
494 Y2INOCO)=Y2INOCC)+(Y(NCCO)-D(IEF-2))*((Y(NOCO)-D(lEF))/(D(IEF+2)-
2D(IEF-2)))*((D(IEF+3)-D(IEF+1))/(D( IEF+2)-D(lEF))-(D(IEF+1)-
3D(IEF~1))/{D(IEF)-D(IEF-2))) 
495 DZ(NOCO ) = (Y2< NOCO )-FPP V)*SCODE 
K0=K1+1 
GO TO 690 
50C N0PR1= IC0DE(K+3)+l 
N0PB2= ICCDE(K+4)+l 
N0PR3= IC0DE(K+5)+l 
IFUN=IFUN+1 
SINP=0Z(N0PR1)+DZ(N0PR2)+DZ(N0PR3) 
SC0DE==IC0DE(K + l)/7 
IF (JC-2) 503,503,505 
503 IF (Y2(N0C0)) 505,504,505 
504 DZ(NCCO)=O.ODO 
GO TC 506 
505 DZ(N0C0)=((Y2(N0C0)*DZ(N0PR)-Y(N0C0)*SINP)/(Y2(N0CC)*Y2(N0C0)))* 
2SC0DE 
5C6 Y( NOCO) =Y( N0CG)+A*D7: ( NOPR) +B*RR( NCC0)+C*RRR (NCCO ) 
RRR(NOCO)=RR(NUCO) 
RRCNOCC)=CZ(NCPR) 
508 Y2(NCCC)=Y2(NGCG)-+A*SINP+B*SS( IFUN)+C*SSS (IFUN) 
SSS( IFUN ) = SS( IFUN) 
SS(IFUN)=SINP 
GO TO 69C 
540 SC00E=IC0DE(K+l)/8 
DZ(NCCO)=(DZ(NCPk)/Y(NCCO))*Y2(NCCG)*SCODE 
Y(NOCO)=Y(NOCO)+A*DZ(NCPR)+B*RR(NDCO)+C*RPR(NCCû) 
RRR(NGCOJ=RR(NÙCli ) 
RR(NCCG)=JZ(NCPR) 
GO TO 690 
550 SCGDE=ICGDE(K+lJ/9 
IF {IC0DE(K+5)) 693,551,553 
551 DZ(NOCC)=DEXP(Y(NûCG))*DZ(NOPR)*SCODE 
GO TO 555 
553 FPR=IC0DE(K+5) 
554 DZ(i\iCCC}=(FPR**Y(NCCO) )*OZCNOPR)*Y2<NOCO)*SCODE 
555 Y(N0C0)=Y(N0CC)+A*DZ(N0PR)+B*RR(NCCC)+C*RRR(M0C0) 
RRR(NOCO}=RR<NOCO) 
RR(NOCO)=OZ(NGPP) 
GO TO 69C 
580 ISAV=ISAV+1 ' 
SCODE=ICGDn(K+l)/ll 
FPR=Y<WOCO) 
581 Y(NOCC)=Y(NOCO)+A*DZ(NCPR)+8*RR(NOCO)+C*RRR(NOCO) 
583 IF (FPR) 584,585,586 
584 IF (Y(NOCO)} 592,592,594 
585 IF (Y(NOCG)) 588,598,594 
586 IF (Y(NOCO)) 566,598,598 
588 IA0J=NCC0-1 
589 IF (JC-2) 592,592,59c 
590 ADJ1=-2.0DO*RR(NOCO) 
ADJ2=-2.0D0*RRR(N0CG)-4.80D0*FPR 
ADJ3=-2,GDC*SAVE(ISAV,4) 
ADJ4=-2.G00*SAVE{ISAV,3) 
I BG=1 
CALL INTER 
IBO = C 
592 DZ(NCCG)=-DZ(NCPR)*SCODE 
GO TO 599 
594 IADJ=KGCC-1 
595 IF (JC-2) 598,593,596 
596 ADJ1=2.CDG*RR(N0CC) 
AD J2=2.Û00*RRR{NCC 0+4.80 00*FPR 
ADJ3=2.CD0*SAVE( ISAV, 4) 
ADJ4=2.CDO-SAVE(ISAV, 3) 
180=1 
CALL INTER 
IBO = G 
598 DZ(NûCÙ)=DZ(NCPR)*SCODE 
599 RRR(NCCO)=RR(NOCD) 
RR(NCCC)=DZ(NCPR) 
GO TO 69C 
600 ITD=ITD+1 
ISAV=ISAV+1 
FAC=1.00C 
SC0DE=IC0DE(K+1)/12 
IF (12-1) 630,604,630 
604 IF (ISWT(ITD)) 693,605,625 
605 DZ(MOCO)=C.ODO 
Y(NOCO)=Y(NOCL)+A*GZ(NOPR)+B*RR(NOCO)+C*RRP(NOCO) 
RRR(NOCG)=RR(NCCO) 
RR(NCCO)=DZ(NCPR) 
IF (JC-2) 690,606,609 
606 IF (SWT (ISAV)) 608,608,607 
607 IC0DE(K+5)=ICCDE(K+5 )-l 
608 TDF(ITD,3)=1CO.OOC*DZ(NOPR) 
GO TO 690 
609 IF (JC-28) 690,7609,7610 
7609 Y2(N0C0)=Y(N0C0) 
• GO TO 690 
7610 IF (JC-29) 69C,610,613 
610 IF (SWT (ISAV)) 612,612,611 
611 IC0DE(K+5)=iCCDE(K+5)-l 
612 TDF(IT0,4)=10.CDC*DZ(N0PR) 
Y2(NCC0)=Y(N0CC) 
GO TO 690 
613 IF (JC-38> 690,614,615 
614 TDFdTO,1)=1C.C00*DZ(NCPR) 
TDF( ITD, 2)=Y(i\iUCC) 
GC TO 69G 
615 IF (NINC(ITD)-JC+37) 693,618,616 
616 TCFCITD,JC-34J=DZ(NÛPR) 
IF (SWT(ISAV)) 69C,690,617 
617 ICGDE(K+5)=IC0DE(K+5)-l 
GO TC 690 
618 ISWT(ITD)=1 
IADJ=NQC0~1 
ADJ1=2,40D0*(T0F(ITD,2)-Y2(NCCC))-4.6CD0*TDF(ITD,4)+3.2CD 
2TDF(IT0,3) 
ACJ2=2.400C*Y2(NCCO)-4.6CDC*TDF(ITO,3)+3.2CDC*ADJ1 
ADJ3=C.GDC 
A0J4=(:,CDC 
IBC=1 
CALL INTER 
I BO = 0 
625 IF (ShTClSAV)) 620,620,626 
626 ICG0E(K+5}=ICC'DE(K+5)-l 
IF n(:0DE(K+5)) 627,627,62c 
627 IADJ=N0C0-1 
ADJ1=Y(N0CC) 
ADJ2=Y2(NCCG) 
ADJ3=C.ODO 
ADJ4=C,0DC 
180=1 
CALL INTER 
I BO = Û 
SKT{ISAV)=-10.0DC 
62C DZ(NOCO)=TDF(ITD,3) 
621 IC=NINC(1TD)+1 
DC 624 1=3,IC 
624 TDF(ITO,I)=TDF{ITD,I+1) 
TDF( ITC, IC+1 )=CZ(NOPR)*FAC 
GO TO 69C 
63C Ih (ISWT(ITD)) 693,631,625 
631 IF (JC-2G) 632,632,634 
632 ACJ1=JC-1 
ADJ1=ADJ1/1CG.CD0 
DZ<NOCO)=C.CI:DC*(TDF(ITD,3)+ADJ1*(TCF(ITD,4)-TDF(ITD,3))) 
GC TC 69.. 
634 IF (JC-28) 635,636,638 
635 ADJ1=JC-19 
ADJ1 = ADJ1/10.0DO 
DZ(NCCG) =0.1CDC*< TDF(ITD,3) + ADJ1*(TDF( ITD,4 )-TDF ( ITD, 3 > ) ) 
GO TO 69C 
636 DZ(NCCC)=0.10D0*(TDF(ITD,4)-].10D0*(TDF(ITD,4)-TDF(ITD,3))) 
FAC = 1C. ODO 
GC TC 621 
638 IF (JC-38) 639,637,693 
637 ISWT(ITD)=1 
GC TO 636 
639 ADJl=JC-29 % 
ADJl=ADJi/lC.CDO 00 
0Z(NCCG)=C.1LDC*(TDF(ITÙ,3)+A0J1*(TDF(ITC,4)-TDF{IT0,3))Ï 
GO TO 69: 
640 FPR = Y(WGCO) 
SCCDE = IC0Dt(K+l)/14 
Y(NOCO) = Y(iMûCG)+A*DZ(NÛPR)+6*RR(NOCO) + C*RRR(NOCO) 
RRR(NGCC)=RR(iviOCC) 
RR(NOCO)=OZ(KOPR) 
643 DIFF = DA8S(FPR-Y(NOCG)) 
644 IF (Y2(N0CG)-DIFF) 645,645,647 
645 WRITE (3,7645) 
7645 FORMAT('C PROBLEM ABORTED, INSTABILITY DETECTED IN CONVERGENCE CHE 
2CK MODULE» ) 
RETURN 1 
647 DZ(NCCC) = DZ(NCPR)*SCODE 
GO TO 69C 
655 FPR = Y(NOCQ) 
SCODE = IC0DE(K+1I/15 
Y(NOCO)=Y(NOCC)+A*DZ(NCPR)+b*RR(NCCO)+C*RRR(NOCO) 
RRK<NûCG ) = r r(hLCG) 
kR(iMCCO)=DZ(NCPR} 
IF (JC-35) ô64,664, 
658 DIFF=DABS(FPR-Y (l-CCC) ) 
659 IF (Y2(MOCG)-DIFF) ô63,6fc3,66C 
660 ISTY=ISTY+1 
IF (ISTV~1C) 664,661,661 
661 JGU = JOUT - 1 
XFIN = X - DZ(2) 
I2=NIVG 
XIND = X + DZ(2) 
662 WRITc(3,7o62) XINÛ 
7662 FORMAT*'C STEADY STATE DETECTED, INDEPENDENT VARIABLE IS',D15.7) 
663 ISTY = : 
664 DZ(NCCC) = DZ(NOPR)*SCODE 
GO TO 69C 
670 ISAV=ISAV+i 
SC0DÊ=ICCDE(K+1}/13 
N0PR1= ICaDE(K+3) + l 
NCPR2= ICGCÊ(K+4)-H 
Y(NOCO)=Y(MGCù)+A*DZ(NGPR)+e*RR(NûCO)+C*RRR<NOCO) 
RRR(NGCO)=RR(wûCOf 
RR(NCCC)=DZ(NGPR) 
672 IF (SWT(ISAV)-Y2(N0C0)) 673,674,675 
673 IF (Y(N0CG)-Y2(N0C0)) 686,686,676 
674 IF (Y{NGC0)-Y2(NCCG}) 682,686,676 
675 IF ( Y(iMGCû )-Y2(NCCG) ) 682,680,680 
676 IADJ=NCCC-1 
IF (JC-2) 68C,680,677 
677 ACJ1=HCL0(ISAV,1*-SAVE(ISAV,1) 
ADJ2=HGLD(ISAV,2)-SAVE{ISAV,2)+((Y2(N0CG)-SWT(ISAV})/(Y(NOCO)-SrtT( 
2ISAV)))»(DZ(N0PRl)-DZ(NGPR2))*2.4GDù 
ADJ3=HCLD(ISAV,4)-SAVE(ISAV,4) 
ADJ4=HGL0(I SAV,3)-SAVE(ISAV,3) 
IB0=1 
CAIL INTER 
IBO=C 
68c CZ(!\ÛCÔ)-ÛZ(IMLPR2 )%SCOuE 
GO TO 687 
682 IADJ=NûCO-l 
IF (JC-2) 686,686,683 
683 ADJ1=SAVE(ISAV,I)-H0LÙ(ISAV,1) 
ADJ2=SAVE(ISAV,2)-hOLû( ISAV,2)+( ( SwT( ISA V )-Y2{ MGCG) ) / ( SUT ( I SAV) 
2NCCo)})*(DZ(NCPR2)-DZ < NOPRl))*2.40OC 
ACJ3=SAVE( ISAV,4)-HGLD(ISAV,4) 
ADJ4=SAVE(ISAV,3)-HOLC(ISAV,3) 
IBG = 1 
CALL INTER 
IGû=J 
686 DZ(N0C0)=ÛZ(NCPR1)*SCCD£ 
687 SWT(ISAV)=Y(NOCC) 
SAV£{ISAV,2)=SAVË(ISAV,1) 
SAVc( ISÀV,i)=DZ(NûPRl) 
HCLD{ ISAV,2) = HC.LD( ISAV,1) 
HOLD(ISAV,1)=DZ(NGPR2) 
GO TC 690 
7CC CALL MC0(S7C2,£7C3) 
7C1 GG TO 65: 
7C2 RETURN 1 
7C3 JOU=JOUT-i 
XFIN=X-DZ(2) 
I2 = MVG 
690 K=K+6 
691 KX=KX+2 
RETURN 
693 STOP 
END 
SUBRCUTINf INTER 
DIMENSION NCP0S(5C) 
DIMENSION N(2,20Ï,ICODE(2400),lOUT(20),ISWTl15),NP1(5),NINC(5) 
DIMENSION ICTBRdCC) 
DOUBLE PRECISION BV,BVLIM,PRVAL,VALUE,BVONE,BVTkO,TEST,XEVAL 
DOUBLE PRECISION DABS 
DOUBLE PRECISION CN(3,20),SAVE(15,4),HOLD(15,4),TDF(5,2CC), 
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742 K^l 
iFUivi=: 
ISAV-C 
ITD=C 
743 CC 795 I=l,NTuT 
NCCC=ICCOt(K)+l 
Nr ,IN=IABS(ICQD£(K+i) ) 
745 60 TC (778,746,752,783,733,771,771,783,733,783,76l,761,764,783,783 
2,795),NNN 
746 IF (K-KHOL) 747,750,747 
747 IF (ICGDE(K+2)-IA0J) 795,748,795 
746 JADJ=IADJ 
XACJ 1=ADJ1 
XADJ2=A0J2 
XADJ2=A0J3 
XADJ4=ADJ4 
IADJ=ICCDE(K) 
AOJl=Y(NQClj)*XADJl 
ACJ2=Y(NGCC)*XADJ2 w 
ADJ3=Y(NuC0)*XADJ3 
ADJ4=Y(iMaC0)*XADJ4 
KHCL=K 
GC TO 795 
75C IACJ=JADJ 
ACJ1=XA0J1 
ADJ2=XA3J2 
ADJ3=XADJ3 
ADJ4=XADJ4 
KH0L=6*NT0T+1C 
GC TC 795 
752 IF (K-KHOL) 753,759,753 
753 IF (ICOOE(K+2)-IADJ) 754,757,754 
754 IF (IC0DE(K+3)-IADJ) 755,757,755 
755 ;iF ( ICODE( K+4)-IADJ) 756,757,756 
756 i[F (IC0DE(K+5)-IADJ ) 795,757,795 
757 JADJ=IADJ 
lADJ=ICaDE(K) 
KHCL=K 
GC TC 795 
759 IADJ=JADJ 
KH0L=6*NTCT+10 
GO TO 795 
760 ISAV=ISAV+1 
GO TO 783 
761 ISAV=ISAV+1 
ITi;=ITD+l 
IF (IC0DE(K+2)-IADJ) 795/762,795 
762 SWT(ISAV)=1.0DC 
ICCCE<K+5 )=NINC<ITD) + 1 
Y(MOCO)=AOJ1 
Y2INOCO)=ADJ2 
GC TC 795 
764 ISAV=ISAV+1 
765 IF {IC0DE(K+3)-IADJ) 768,766,768 
766 SAVE(ISAV,1)=SAVE(ISAV,1)+ADJl 
SAVE(ISAV,2)=SAVE(ISAV,2)+ADJ2 
SAVE(ISAV,4)=SAVE(ISAV,4)+ACJ3 
SAVE(ISAV,3)=SAVE(ISAV,3)+ADJ4 
768 IF (IC0DE(K+4)-IADJ) 783,769,783 
769 HCLD(ISAV,1)=HGLD(ISAV,1)+ADJl 
HOl.O( ISAV,2)=HGLD(ISAV,2)+ADJ2 
HOI.D( ISAV,4J = HOLO(ISAV,4J+AOJ3 
HCI.D( I SAV,3)=H0LD( ISAV,3 }+ADJ4 
GO TO 783 
771 IFUN=IFUN+1 
772 IF (IC0Dc(K+3)-IADJ) 773,775,773 
773 IF (IC00E(K+4)-IADJ) 774,775,774 
774 IF (IC00E(K+5)-IADJ) 783,775,783 
775 SS(IFUN)=SS(IFUN)+A0J1 
SSS(IFUN)=SSS(IFUN)+ADJ2 
SAD2CIFUNÏ =SAD2(IFUN)+ACJ3 
SADK IFUN)=SAD1( IFUN)+ADJ4 
GC TO 783 
778 IF (IC0DE{K+3)-IADJ) 779,785,779 
779 IF {IC0DE(K+4)-IADJ) 780,785,780 
78C IF (IC00E(K+5)-IADJ) 795,785,795 
783 IF (ICOOE(K+2)-IADJ) 795,785,795 
785 RR(NCCC)=RR(IS!CCC) + ADJ1 
RRR(N0CC)=RRR(NGCC)+ADJ2 
PA02(NÛCC)=RAD2(I\ÛC0)+ADJ3 
RAD1(N0C0)=RAD1(N0C0)+ADJ4 
795 K=K+6 
ICPL=6*NT0T+1 
IF (KHOL-ICPL) 742,799,797 
797 RETURN 
799 STOP 
95C F0RMAT(4D15,7,3151 
952 FORMAT(1415) 
955 FCRKAT(3X,'ATTEMPTED I V =• ,015.7,4X, • B V =',D15.7,4X,'NEW I V =• 
2D15.7) 
END 
SUBROUTINE 
DIMENSION HEADCIS) 
DIMENSION N(2,20 ),ICCDE{24ûO), lOUT ( 20) , ISWT( 15 ) , NP 1( 5 ) ,NI i\iC ( 5) 
DOUBLE PRECISION PRVAL,VALUE 
DOUBLE PRECISION 0N(3,20),SAVE(15,4),HOLD(15,4),TDF{5,20C), 
2Y(401),Y2(4C1),RR(4Ô1),RRR{401),DZ(4G1),SS(100),SSS(ICO), 
3C0DE(8CC),0(3CG),SWT(15),RAD1(4C1),RAD2C4C1),SAOl(IGO),SAD2(100), 
4ADJ1, ADJ2, AD.J3, AUJ4, A, B, C 
DOUBLE PRECISION XFIN,X 
COMMON ON,SAVE,HOLD,TDF, CODE,D,Y,Y2,RR,RRR,SS,SSS,DZ, 
2RAD1,RAD2,SAD1,SAD2,SWT,ADJ1,ADJ2,ADJ3,ADJ4,A,B,C,PRVAL,VALUE,X, 
3XFIN,N,ICGDE,ISWT,NPi,ICUT,NINC,NT0T,NIVG,Ml,M2,M4,.M6,JC,I2, JNEW, 
4NSAV,NFUN,K2,KNEW,ISTY,IBO,IADJ,M9,NTD,M8,11,JOU,JOUT,ICT 
ICT = icr+1 
GO TO (1,101,201,301,4C1,501),ICT 
1 CONTINUE 
INSERT FIRST FORTRAN MODULE 
4 TAU = Y2(10)/0.25 
5 IF (Y(10)-TAU)1C,6,6 
6 WRITE (3,7006) Y(10) 
7CC6 FCRKATCO END OF CYCLE, TIME =*,D15.7) 
RETURN 2 
10 RETURN 
IGl CONTINUE 
C INSERT SECOND FORTRAN MODULE 
201 CONTINUE 
C INSERT THIRD FORTRAN MODULE 
301 CONTINUE 
C INSERT FOURTH FORTRAN MODULE 
401 CONTINUE 
C INSERT FIFTH FORTRAN MODULE 
501 CONTINUE 
C INSERT SIXTH FORTRAN MODULE 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE INIT 
DIMENSION N(2,20) ,ICCDE (2400 ) , lOUT(2Û) , ISWT(15 ),NP1(5),NINC(5) 
DOUBLE PRECISION XFIN,X 
DOUBLE PRECISION PRVAL,VALUE 
DOUBLE PRECISION 0N(3,20),SAVE(15,4),H0LD(15,4),TDF(5,2CC), 
2Y(401),Y2(4G1),RF<(4G1),RRR(401},DZ(4C1),SS( ICC) ,SSS(1C0) , 
3C0DE(80C),D(300),SWT(15),RADl(401),RAD2(401),SADl(IOC),SAÛ2(ICG) 
4ADJ1,A0J2,ADJ3,ADJ4,A,B,C 
COMMON ON,SAVE,HOLD,TDF, CODE,D,Y,Y2,RR,RRR,SS,SSS,DZ, 
2RAD1,RAD2,SAD1,SAD2,SWT,ADJ1,ADJ2,ADJ3,ADJ4,A,B,C,PRVAL,VALUE,X, 
3XFIN,N, ICODE, ISWT,NP1, IOUT,N INC,NTOT,NI VG ,M1 ,K2 ,M4, M6, JC,12 , JNEW 
4NSAV,NFUN,K2,KNEW,ISTY,IBC,IADJ,M9,NTD,K8,I1,JCU,J0UT,ICT 
C INSERT NON-LINEAR REINITIALIZATION CARDS 
CCDE(9)=C0DE(9)*PRVAL/VALUE 
RETURN 
END 
